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EDUCATIONAL PLANNING LITERATURE REVIEW

Being

Chapter II and Bibliography
of a

Doctor of Education Dissertation

by

Robert Norman Kratz
Temple University

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW1

The literature of change, planned change, innovation, and

planning all contains one common thread. That thrend is the con-

cept of planning.2 At a recent American Management Association

meeting Warren found that 700 companies had one or more employees

with the title of Planner or something similar, and of these 700

companies, 500 had created this position within the last five

years.
3 Planning is a recent concept in business, government, and

the military. Corporate planning as a definite entity first began

in the United States in the late 1950's4 end, though important to

education, is relatively unknown in that field.5 Therefore, as can

1At the suggestion of Dr. Leon Ovsiew, each idea or concept
taken as a note in the review of the literature W8D typed on a sep-
arate three by five card. The 13004 cards so evolved were then in-
ductively grouped according to their similarities of content. Titles

were induced from each group yielding the subchapters of this chapter.

2Michael S. Caldwell. "An Approach to the Assessment of Educat-

ional Planning," Educational_Technologv (October 15, 1968), 5.

3E. Kirby Warren, Long -Range Planning (Englewood Cliffs, New

Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966), p. 40.

4John Argenti. Corporate Planning (London: George Allen end

Unwin Ltd., 1968), p. 13.

5H. G. Shane, and J. G. Shane. "Future-Planning and the
Curriculum," Phi Delta Rappan (March, 1968), 372.
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be readily seen from the bibliography accompanying this study,

much of the literature of planning is from outside education.

But is noted by Page, and es can be seen from the following, the

various types of planning are becoming increasingly irier-

related.6

PLANNING DEFINED

The literature is replete with attempts at definition of

planning. This repletion is apparently due to every writer's

desire to define planning in terms most advantageous to nim, thus

avoiding the /less desirable connotations of the word. Some of

these definitions will be considered below.

Galbraith wrote of planning as seeking to insure that what it

assumes about: the future will occur.7 Galbraith went on to define

industrial planning is

. . . foreseeing the actions required between initiation
of production and its completion end preparing for the
Pccomplishment of these actions. And it consists also of
foreseeing and having a design for meeting any unscheduled
developments, favorable or otherwise, that may occur along
the way.8

Ackoff's definition was simply "planning is the design of a

desired future and of effective ways of bringing it about,"8

6
J. E. Page, "The Development of the Planning Notion in the

United States, 1893-1965" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation,
University of Pennsylvania, 1965;, p. 325.

7
John K. Galbraith, The New Industrial State (New York:

Signet Books, 1967), p. 244.

8
Ibid., p. 36.

9
Russel L. Ackoff, A_Concept of Corporate Planning (New York:

Wiley-Interscience, 1970), p. 1.
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while Dror, the international planning authority, claimed "planning

is the process of preparing s set of decisions for action in the

future directed at achieving goals by optimal means."10

Koontz rnd O'Donnell describe planning as r bridge from where

we are to where we want to be,11 a rational approach to the

future,12 "deciding in advance what to do, how to do it, and who

is to do it. 1113

Argenti described corporate planning in more graphic terms:14

An Action
to commit P company s
resources depends on:

The Objective
of the company
as a whole.

Ewing defined planning as

The Future
described by:

A Forecast
of other
people's actions.

A Plan
of one's own
actions.

The Errors
in estimating
these.

. . . the continuous process of making present entrepre-
neurial (risl'taking) decisions systematically and with the
best possible knowledge of their futurity, organizing system-
atically the efforts needed to cerry out those decisions,
and measuring the results of these decisions against the
expectations through organized, systematic teedback.15

10
Y. Dror. The Planning Process: A Facet Design." Inter-

notional Review of Administrative Science, MIX, 1 (1963), 50-51.

11
Herold Koontz and Cyril O'Donnell, Principles of Management

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968), p. 81.

12Ibid., p. 98.

13
Ibid., p. 81.

14
Argenti, op. cit., p. 234.

15Peter F. Drucker. "Long-Range Planning Means Risk-Tal,ing,"
Lout Range Planning for Management, ed. D. W. Ewing (New Yor+:
Harper and Brothers, 1964), p. 10.
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Still another writer in the management field sew planning es

. . . an analytical process which encompasses en assess-
ment of the future, the determination of desired objectives
in the context of that future the development of alternative
courses of action to achieve such objectives, and the select-
ion of e courge (or courses) of action from among those
alternatives."

Before analyzing the commonalities of these definitions,

severel descriptions of educational planning should be added. Beeby,

a writer on international education, defined educational planning as

. . . the e7ercising of foresight in determing the policy,
priorities and costs of an educational syatem, having due
regard for economics and political realities, for the sys-
tem's potential for growth and for the needs of the country
end of the pupils served by the system.17

Castetter and Burchell wrote:

Planning, in regard to the educational program, may be
defined as deciding in advance what the goals will be, what
learning experiences are needed to Achieve the goals, how
these experiences will be organized and what services will
be provided. In short, planning is designed to bring about
e unified educational program in which the sequence of learn-
ing experiences lnically would lead to the attainment of
desired outcomes."

Castetter, along with Ovsiew, described educational planning

as a systematic effort to establish policies and
procedures designed to accomplish the aims of the educat-
ional enterprise. It is partly en evaluative process by
which present educational aims and practices are pieced
under continuous scrutiny leading to decisions which
attempt to satisfy new or unmet needs.19

"Brian W. Scott. Lon -Ran e Plannin in American Industr
(New York: American Management Associ,tion, 1965 p. 21.

17C. E. Beeby. Planning and the Educational Administrator
(Paris: UNESCO, International Institute for Educational Planning,
1967), p. 13.

18
William B. Castetter and Helen A. Burchell. Educational

Administration and the Improvement of Instruction (Danville,
Illinois: The Interstate Printers end Publishers, 1967), p. 15.

19Leon Ovsiew and William B. Castetter. Budgeting for Better
Schools (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1960),
p. 105.
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It is conscious effort to make education better.

Educational planning answers questions about purposes,
goals, end means; it addresses itself to the efforts re-
quired to reach agreements on needs and their priorities,
and considers their costs and crystallizes them in s
budget.20

Analysis of the above definitions shows certain commonalities

among them that lead to an eclectic composite, o definition compiled

for the twin purposes of representing the field and serving this

study. Educational planning, therefore, is:

1. an attempt to foresee a desirable future.

2. an attempt to insure that desirable future comes
about.

3. a process.

4. rational.

5. advauce decision-making.

6. goal-oriented.

7. a commitment of resources.

8. continuous.

9. based on the best knowledge available.

10. systematic.

11. involved in arranging alternatives and then
deciding between or among them.

12. policy making.

13. considerate of its environment.

14. to improve education.

For the purpose of this study, educational planning is an

attempt to foresee a dedired and improved future for education,

or some phase of it, through a continuous, rational, and systematic

20
Ibid., p. 106.
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process of advanced decisiAsn-making and commitment of resources.

Alternatives are arranged end selected in setting goals and policy

in order that the best knowledge of the environment svailable be

used in assuring that the future that is desired comes about.

Various aspects of this definition are described below.

'PROS, CONS, AND THE PRESENT STATE OF PLANNING

The aims of educational planning are to formulate a
system-wide philosophy, general goals, and instructional
objectives; organize relevant data; determine personnel,
space, and material requirements; examine alternative pro-
cedures, and establish priorities; provide for communicat-
ions and information retrieval for the system; analyze
financial resources; evaluate how well objectives are
being met; look to the future; and review the system
continually to insure that objectives are being reform-
ulated and that the system is dynamic and innovative
rather than static and rigid.21

As can be seen from Hartley's discussion above, planning is not

easy, nor can it be rapidly established as an effective function.22

Branch, who holds Harvard's first Doctorate in Planning, claimed

that part of the difficulty in effecting planning ae

people had trouble dealing with the intangible aspects ut planning.23

However, Branch also claimed that planning !)rovided a measure of

performance, an advantage to planning, but a big reason for

managerial resistance.24 Though it may be advantageous to A firm

21
Harry J. Hartley. Educational Plannin:- Pro:rammin:- Bud:et

ial (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1968), p. 3.

22
Edward M. Scheu, Jr. "Getting Formal Planning Established,"

Long-Range Planning for Management, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1964), p. 173.

23
Melville C. Branch. The Corporate Planning Process

(New York: American Management Association, 1962), p. 66.

24
Ibid., p. 49.
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or.i school district to have some standard of measure, it is not

something that planners are apt to want.

The interest in planning of the sixties is different
from that of the thirties. Although prompted by economic
malaise, the suffering is for less acute, so that the
search for a remedy is not so pressing. But more import-
ant, the discussions of the sixties are less ideological
and more technical.25

Because of this interest in planning, and more so, the interest in

technology, planning is again acquiring some measure of respect-

ability according to Galbraith.26 Planning, as a word, evoked

concern for the future and by so doing was credible. But then

came the Cold War and America's knowledge of the seriousness with

which Communist countries plan, end planning took on less favorable

overtones .27

Although planning is again gaining in favor, there are still

those who hear only its evil connotation and thus choose to ignore

planning and refuse to admit to it. There are those to whom plan-

ning connotes control and would rather deny that they plan than be

seen as ones who control or attempt to control others.
28

Some

people are concerned with planning for improvement, sounding like

a planned society. But there is e vast difference between planning

and a planned society.
29

25
Neil W. Chamberlain. Private end Public Planning (New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), p. 2.

26
Galbraith, op. cit., pp. 33-34.

27
Ibid.

28
Ibid., p. 34.

29
Edgar L. Morphet and David L. Jesser (eds.). Designing

Education for the Future. No. 4 (New York: Citation Press,
1968), p. 6.
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"Much of what the firm regards es planning consists in min-

imizing or getting rid of marl:et influences."30 Long-range planning

is not an attempt to eliminate risk. or even to minimize it but

rather it is an effort to discover and take the right risks.31

Planning is not master-minding the future nor is it merely fore-

car,ting. Because of the difficulty in forecasting the future,

planning becomes necessary.32 As the future cannot be foreseen

with any great accuracy, planning is an attempt to negate this

lack of vision.

There are examples of planning that have appeared to de-

humanize. 33 Dehumanization is a major complaint regarding planning,

particularly in today's society. However,

. . . there is nothing humanisticelly wrong with plan-
ning per se. It is planning without awareness of the in-
dividual, small group, needs that are scientifically
and humanisticelly wrong, to say nothing of inefficient.34

Planning is an intellectual process35 and PS such cruses many

businessmen, most of whom plan, to state that it should be left to

the theorists.36 But there are those who feel that there is too

much preoccupation with day-to-day operations and not enough long-

range planning.37 The disadvantage of short -range planning or

30Gelbraith, op. cit., p. 37.

31Drucker, op. cit., p. 9.

32
Ibid., pp. 7-8.

31
-"B razilia: City in the Wilderness," Time (May 18, 1970), 36.

34
James V. Clark. "A Healthy Organization," The Planning of

Change, W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin (eds.) (2nd ed.;
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 295.

35
Preston P. LeBreton, and Dale A. Henning. Planning Theory

(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1961), p. 256.

36Scheu, loc. cit.

37Ronald J. toss. "For Long-Range Planning-Rotating Planners
and Doers,' Planning for D. W. Ewing, ed.

(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1964), pp. 192-193.
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concern only with daily problems in the constant risk of doing

little beside fighting "brush fires."38 Planning on a long-term

basis forces thought about the future, forces thinking on a

higher plane.

There appears to be some confusion of prophecy with pre-

diction associated with planning. The mystical, unscientific

aspects of prophecy have no place in planning; research-based

prediction does. Cocking felt that there was too much planning

being done only on the basis of hunches, prejudices and luck. He

saw a crying need for planning based on tested facts and research.-
19

At the same time Branch was claiming that executives tend to

ignore planning altogether in times of prosperity and see a need

for planning only when they are in trouble.°

Koontz and O'Donnell listed the following limitations of

planning:

1. Difficulty in basing it on accurate premises.

2. Problems of rapid change.

3. Internal inflexibility.

4. External inflexibility.

5. Time and experience.41

38
L. J. Duhl. "Toward the Year 2000," Daedalus, XCVI

(Summer and Fall, 1967), 780-781.

39Walter Cocking. "Need for School Plan Research," School
Executive, LXXVI, 1 (1956), 71.

40
Branch, op. cit., p. 63.

41
Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., pp. 212-218.
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These limitations are frequently given es excuses for not planning.

Michael felt that planning should be done in spite of limitations

and cited several excellent reasons for making forecasts in the

face of an uncertain future and in the face of those who have al-

ready decided to ignore any forecasts, predictions, or plans:

I. Some forecasts are likely to be close to correct.

2. Some forecasts are better than no planning et all.

3. Well done forecasts help in more attention being
paid the many factors that interact to produce
the present and, from it, the future.42

It is difficult to assess the value of planning, but it

generally yields a return in excess of the time spent planning.
43

But "every planning program should be examined to determine the

margin between value end cost."44 Lack of information about costs

has been another excuse for not planning, when actually planning

should be carried out with cautious regard for costs.

In the United States today there is tremedous competition for

material and human resources." Funds for schools are limited and

planning is necessary to maximize the use of these limited funds."

American education can no longer afford the time and personnel

to let things work themselves out.47 In both planned and unplanned

42Donald N. Michael. Unprepared (New'York: Basic

'Books, Inc., 1968)', pp. 10-11.

43LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 176.

44Ceorge
A. Steiner. "Does Planning Pay Off?" Long-Range

Planning for Management, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York: Harper end
Brothers, 1964), p. 61.

45
Laurence D. Haskew. "What Lies Ahead," Designing

Education for the Future. No. 4, eds. E. L. Morphet and D. L.
Jesser (New York: Citation Press, 1968), p. 12.

4 60vsiew and Castetter, op. cit., p. 155.

47
Michael, op. cit., p. 66.
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societies, organizations such as schools must compete for public

support, for the public dollar." This competition calls for

planning.

As the federal government increases its contribution to, and

concern for public education, increased planning will be required

from the schools. More sophisticated planning will be necessary

to satisfy legislators.49 Legislators are no longer satisfied

with "wish list" planning where education bemoans its needs.5°

New concepts of planning in education are largely due to federal

participation. For example, the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act requires proposals to be submitted in order for state and local

education organizations to get the money they desire. This pro-

posal requires planning.51

5:very major social change has educational implications, and

one oi the critical problems in educational administration is

making the system more responsive to social change. 52 Educational

planning may be viewed es a way of integrating education with

48John Walton. Administration and Policy Making in Education
(Baltimw:e: Johns Hopkins Press, 1959), p. 144.

49
John K. Folger. "Social Change and Educational Planning,"

Educational Requirements for the 1970's, eds. Stanley Elam and
W. P. McLure (New York: Praeger, 1967), p. 252.

50R. P. Huefner. "Strategies and Procedures in State and
Local Planning," Designing Education for the Future. No. 3, eds.
E. L. Morphet and C. 0. Ryan (New York: Citation Press, 1968),
p. 16,

51
Francis S. Chase. "The Status of Educational Planning in

the United States," Educational Planning in the United States,
eds. Stanley Elam and G. I. Swanson (Itasca, Illinois: F. E.
Peacock Publishers, 1969), pp. 51-53.

52
William B. Castetter. Administering the School Personnel

Program (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 4.
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other sectors of society. 53 Society is in rebellion Against

prternslism; examples are student unrest end taxpayer /evolts. 54

Mi -1 contended long-range planning for institutional change is

nc pry to cope with societal needs.55 Fawcett advocated each

school having a planning mechanism that is "sensitive not only to

the fle7ibility due to social change, but also to subgoal f3e:'-

ibility as more knowledge concerning how to achieve goals

becomes available."56

Any community must go through certain steps to resolve an

issue, regardless of its nature. These steps form a process of

community plsnning.57 When p community plans, one of the first

areas studied is the school system for, to quote Van Miller, first

"the local community must study itself."58 As will be demonstrated

below, the community clearly should take pert in educational plen-

fling. But there are those who worry, legitimately, bout the

effect laymen will have on educational planning. This concern

prompted Smith to write, "We need a profession that can tike a

stence; that will fend off some of the kinds of suggestions that

the public makes for having the schools do this; do that; or do

53
C. Arnold Anderson. "Educational Planning in the Context of

National
80

Social Policy," Phi Delta Kappan, XLVII (December, 1965),

54
Keith Goldhammer. Implications for Education, eds. E. L.

Morphet and C. 0. Ryan (Denver: Designing Education for the Future,
1967), p. 237.

;

55
Michael, op. cit., p. 67.

56Claude W. Fawcett. Implications for Education, eds. E. L.
Morphet, and C. 0. Ryan (Denver: Designifig Education for the Future,

1967), p. 213.

57 R. S. Bolan. "Community Decision Behavior: The Culture
of Planning," American Institute of Planners Journal, XXXV, 5
(1966), p 302.

58Van Miller. The Public Administration of American School
Systems (New York: Macmillan, 1965), p. 225.
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some other thing."59 Obviously society should be heard by the

schools, but professional educators are still obligrted to society,

through the schools, to operate education with judgment. "The

more permissive the society, the less permissive must be the

education which makes the individual it to live in it."6° Gabor

predicted a coming age of leisure which will require changes in

education which should be planned for now.61

McPhee felt that most school planing today is "restricted to

an occasional population study or a short term budget projection."62

Hesew held that planning should be an e-ercise in pragmatic

strategy and not just a foray into imaginative projections."63

Planning should be creative. It should go beyond newt year. Plan-

ning does not replace discovery and invention, and it could bereft

greatly by building on the imaginative design, the newness, the

excitement of discovery or invention.64 New demands on education

make old planning methods which were little more than exercises in

judgment, obsolete.65 Local school districts need more emphasis

59Smith, op. cit., p. 24.

60Dennis Gabor. Inventing the Future (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1964), p. 152.

61Ibid.

62
Roderirk Maher. "Planning and Effecting Needed Change in

Local School Districts," Designin Education for the Future. No. 3,
eds., E. L. Morphet, and C. 0. Ryan (New York: Citation Press,
1968), pp. 192-193.

63
Haskew, op. cit., p. 29.

64Karl Mannheim. "From Trial and Error to Planning," The
Planning of Change, eds. W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and P. Chin
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), p. 38.

65
Chase, op. cit., p. 57.
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on planning for developing initiative and creativity. 66 Growth

in education is making better planning essential, 67 and that plan-

ning could use initiative and creativity.

A study of the fortunes of 400 companies from 1939 to 1957

shows, among other things, that high growth companies had organized

programs to seek and promote new business opportunity. One of the

factors measured in this determination of programs was whether the

companies had s formal organization for long-range planning. More

high growth companies had formal planning functions than did low

growth companies.68 Planning is necessary to maintain end increrse

momentum in growing firms. 69

There are several by-products that can be derived from

planning:

1. Executive thinking is crystallized by writing
recommendations and plans.

2. Committee tnvestigation and deliberation enhances
communication, particularly et the top level.

3. A planning group may locate blind spots or
potential problem areas otherwise missed.

4. Planning group may be a sounding board for
potential innovations.70

66w. P. McLure. "Planning Adjustments in the Education
System," Educational Plannin: in the United States, eds. Stanely
Elam, and W. P. McLure (Itasca, Illinois: Peacock Publishers,
1969), p. 129.

67
Ray A. Killian. Managing by Design for Maximum Executive

Effectiveness (New York: American Management Association, 1968),

p. 82.

68"Why Companies Grow," Nation's Business (November, 1957),80.

69
Killian, loc. cit.

70H. Edward Wrapp. "Organization for Long-Range Planning."
Long-Range Planning for Management, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York:
Harper end Brothers, 1964), p. 164.
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Planning may include serendipity.71 The act of planning fre-

quently precipitates unepected benefits. The fact that planning

is being carried on at all is a benefit, the process is ps valuable

ns the product. Scott, however, believed that planning benefits

are due to good organization and constant work rnther than

serendipity, luck, or the process.72

"Long-range planning is the one really new technique left to

management that can give e company 11 major competitive advent-

age."73 Planning allows pn organization to take :advantage of its

,strentns. 74
Galbraith claimed that the size of General Motors is

not so much a monopolistic advawege as it is a planning advant-

age. 75 General Motors can plan for a more definite future with

fewer risks. The organizations least able to predict the future

are the ones that need planning the most. 76 Merely a streak of

bad luck can injure a small organization, and it can injure it

more if there has been little or no planning for a possible ill

wind. "Perhaps even more disastrous than a poor plan is no

plan et all. At least a poor plan might be corrected once its

short-comings are discovered in attempted application."77

71
"Opening Your Eyes," Time (May 18, 1970), n. 41.

72
Scott, op. cit., p. 129.

73
Bruce Payne. "Steps in Long-Range Planning," Lon R-Ran e

Planning for Management, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York: Harper An
Brothers, 1964), p. 216.

74
Galbraith, op. cit., pp. 87-88.

75
Ibid.

76
Warren, op cit., p. 26.

77
LeBreton end Henning, op. cit., p. 14.
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"Planning replaces directionless wandering:3 with firm

direction and orientation toward a specific goal. 1178 "Planning,

whether in or outside of the education system, is Fn pttempt to

gain some control over the future to reduce the intrirsic un-

certainty of the future to manageable proportions."79 Ackoff

noted that in the case of some decisions that are too large to

cope with all at once, planning must be staged or arrenged.80

As 0 matter of fact, Steiner also advocated planning for planning.

If n process is as complex and important as planning, it will re-

quire r certain amount of preparatory work to become effective.81

Most executives plan but many will not admit it. The word

zinnia. holds connotatllns, not all of which make planning r

desirable activity. However, more and more organizations are

beginning to recognize the value of planning as a means of

anticipating the future and thereby reducing risk or at least

realizing and taking the right risk. Planning is fest becoming r

means of compcting for public money. It is also becoming a

demonstration of organization, preparedness, end good management.

Growth of education and the increasing need for progress and change

make education planning necessary.

78
Killian, op. cit., p. 84.

79
Warren L. Ziegler. "Some Notes or. How Educational Planning

in the United States Loops et the Future," Notes on the Future of
Education, I (November - December, 1969), 2.

80
Ackoff, op, cit., p. 3.

81
George A. Steiner. Managerial Long-Range Planning (New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963), p. 319.
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THE FUTURE

Peter Drucker wrote that only two things ore ' known 'bout the

future:

It cannot be known.

It will be different from what now exists and different
from what is now e,,pected.82

Ziegler cited some models of the future used in plenning, and

it can be seen that the most commonly used is viewing the future

as a rather simple extrapolation of the present. The biggest

problem with this view is that too little attention is paid the

outside forces, the environment, that will effect that future.83

Michael added,

What's more, since whet happens over the years ahead in
large degree will be outgrowths of present societpl
characteristics, forecasts about the next five to
twenty-five years or so necessarily ewe based on implicit
or explicit interpretptions of what is happening now and
why it is happening.84

There ere an yet few true intellectual lepders in the future

field.85 This is easily verified by observing the lac of cit-

ations in writings on the subject. Axticles and books in the area

of future discussion seldom contain many footnotes to other texts.

Some who speculate about the future do so for the
intellectual and aesthetic rewards such an exercise
provides. But many who do the speculating, and essentially
all of those who seriously respond to it, do so because
they hope to influence the future through acts taken in the
present."

82Peter F. Drucker. Managing for Results (New York: Harper end
Row, 1964), p. 173.

83
Ziegler, op. cit., p. 3.

84Michsel, op. cit., p. 5.

85Michael Marten. "The Age of Extending Horizons: An Intro-
duction to the Literrture of Educational Futures." Notes an the--
Future of Education, I (November-December, 1969), 9.

86
Ibid.
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Several scholars offered the following speculations About

the year 2000 in the issue of Daedalus concerned with th?t ycar,

Perloff felt there will be 340 million people, 280 million of

whom will live in urban Areas.37 Moynihan believed public policy

would become more nationalized, eni thp fede-ini government would

increasingly become the major source of public funds." Evil.:

Erilson saw authority roles changing as for as schools and students

were concerned.3g

Kahn end Wiener, in rn oft-cited major study of the future,

predicted such late-twentieth century innovations as substential

reduction in hereditary end congenital defects, human hibernation,

control of weather and climnte, capability of choosing the sex of

unborn children,"

Gabor, another :uturist, wrote

Until recently the majority of people had to work hard
to !:eep r leisured minority. For the first time in history
we are :aced with the possibility of a world in which only
r minority need work to 1eep the greet majority in idle
luxury. Soon the minority which has to woe: for the lest
may be so amen that it could be entirely recruited From
the most gifted pert of the populrtion.91

87
Harvey S. Perloff. "Toward the Year 2000," Daedalus, XCVI

(Summer end Fall, 1967), 799-800.

88
Daniel F. Moynihan, Daedalus, 805.

89
Erik H. Ericson, Dnedalus., 860-867.

90
Herten Kahn and Anthony I. Wiener. The Year 2000 (New York:

Macmillan, 1967), pp. 51-55.

91
Gabor, loc. cit.
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LeBreton and Henning foresew the following changes in the

future of planning:

1. The greater use of sophisticated tools and
techniques of planning.

2. The increased use of specialists to provide line
executives with the best statements of alternatives
and the consequences of each possible choice.

3. The further separation of planning from performance.

4. The use of planning as a continuous function
rather than a periodic one.92

The above quotes most assuredly pose rather obvious questions

to educational planning, but Brickell went further and offered nn

opinion on what the future of education might be like. He felt

that by 1980 it might be expected that boards of education end

teacher organizations would be employing professional negotiators.

He saw many more specialists and pars- professionals being employed

by schools. He believed parents in 1980 will be more interested

in process and products of education, end they will '-now the

difference and will demand results. Biic' :ell felt 1980 will see

more cooperation between the schools end other public institutions

such pa libraries, health organizations end planning authorities.
93

Drucker saw two approaches to the probleta of the future.

There is mere anticipation of a future that already happened--

there is e time lag between major social, economic, or cultural

events and their full impact. This is the approach that education

appears to be tel:ing. Secondly, there is the approach Drucker

92Le3reton and Henning, op. cit., p. 343.

93
H. M. Beic1-.ell. Implications for Education, eds. E. L.

Morphet and C. 0. Lyon (Denver: Designing Education for the Future,
1967), pp. 225-227.
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recommended--making the future happen; creating a reality from an

idea of the future.94

Ackoff wrote, "Planning is predicated on the belief that the

future can be improved by active intervention now."95 In this

same vein, Drucker held that planning "does not deal with future

decisions. It deal with the futurity of present decisions."96

Duhl added, "Instead of speculating on what the world might be

like in the year 2000, we would do well to consider whet mechanisms,

what people, and what decisions must be attended to today in order

to shape All the years to come."97

In a seeming answer to the three writers above, Murphy wrote:

The future will be whet it will be and no 'an is wise
enough to ley down in advance the rules to which wise
future action must conform. But reasonable men without
any super-human endorsement can often make out the rules
according to which resent action can be carried on in
guaranteeing to that future resources end capacities
which our foresight has helped to prepere.98

Murphy is just one of many advocating planning the future based on

the best available information available today. The future environ-

ment can best be anticipated and understood by having available

the best information about the present environment.99

94
Drucker. Managing, p. 174.

95
Ackoff, op. cit., p. 23.

96
Drucker. "Long-Range Planning Means Risk Taking," p. 8.

97
Duhl, op. cit., p. 788.

98
Arthur E. Murphy. "The Efficacy* of Raesoning," the

Planning of Change, eds. W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, end R. Chin
(Nev Yoe,: Holt, Rinehart end Winston, 1961), p. 132.

99
Harold W. Henry. Long-Ranee Planning Practices in 45

Industrial Companies (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, 1967), p. 46.
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Planning is the chief means of inventing the future (see

"Planning Defined," p. 2), end therefore, a future-oriented society

necessarily commits itself increasingly to planning. 100 Planning,

not plans, is the essence of living toward the future. 101 Planning

is a concentrated effort to predict a desirable future end then

achieve it.

The future is not easily visible, and few have seriously

attempted to foresee it. Those who have base their predictions

largely on the best possible interpretations of the present

situation. However, the future is relative to the topic whose

future is being considered. In some instances tomorrow cannot be

predicted, in others the next century can.

CHANGE

Because the literature of change rnd the literature of plan-

ning are frequently difficult to separate, s review of planning

literature necessarily must include some reference to change, or,

at the very least, planned change. One characteristic of A

dynamic system is that it shows continuous change. 102 Just to

maintain its relative position an organization must grow and

change and planning is necessary to growth end change.
103

Mrrien

noted that this continuing change prospect is evidenced by concern

for the future.
1
04

10 °Daniel Bell. "Twelve Models of Prediction--A Preliminary
Sorting of Approaches in the Social Sciences," The Planning of
Change, eds. W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin (2nd ed.;
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), pp. 549-550.

101Hasb.ew, loc. cit.

102Ronald Lippett, Jeanne Watson, and Bruce Westley. Dynamics
of Planned Change (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1958), p. 10.

103
Igor H. Ansoff. "Strategies for Diversification," Loul-

BlatilmaimtoEijultmint, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York: Harper
end Brothers, 1964), pp. 115-116.

1 CliiHrien, op. cit., p. a.
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"One of the most effective ways of pursuing social change is

for men to imagine some future they would like to live within, and

then to act in the present to create some part of that future, not

merely to plead for its creation. 1,105 Therefore, it can be seen

that "planning may primarily seek to prepare for the future; it

can also serve AS an instrument to change it.H106 Educetionrl

planning in the United States generally fells into the first area,

preprratory planning -rather then change-oriented plenning. 107

"One element in all approaches to planned change is the

conscious utilization and application of knowledge ps an instrument

or tool for modifying patterns and institutions of proctice. u108

Planned change differs from other change in that it entails mutual

goal setting and deliberations.109 Apparently use of the best

knowledge and tools includes cooperative planning.

Planned change originates in p decision to mpke a deliberate

effort to improve the system through the use of n change agent.11°

The planner is an agent of change, but he must be concerned with

orderly change.111 Whenever change is planned, it must be change

105A. I. Waskow. "The Education of Peacemakers," The Seturdey
Review (August 12, 1967), 12.

106
Ziegler, loc. cit.

107
Ibid.

108
Robert Chin, and K. D. Benne. "General Strategies for

Effecting Changes in Human Systems," The Planning of Change, eds.
W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin (2nd ed.; New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 33.

109
Warren G. Bennis. "Theory and Method in Applying Behavioral

Science to Planned Organizational Change," The Planning of Change, eds.
W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin (2nd ed.; New York: Holt,
Rinehart end Winston, 1969), p. 65.

110
Lippett, loc. cit.

111
Duhl, loc. cit.
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planned for stability. 112 Most of the literature reviewed was

decidedly against change for the sake of change only. There was

noticeable 'Alterest in change for progress, but change that was

orderly and well organized. Most planners assume anything can be

improved.

"Planned change can be viewed PS a linking between theory end

practice, between knowledge and ection."113 To change, it is nec-

essary to plan for the modification of forces. This means that

existing forces for stability must be removed, added to, reduced,

or have their directions changed. 114 Planners must not be used to

defend special vested interest groups or established policies

against change.115 The planner must be openly for change. As a

matter of fact, planners must anticipate change.116 Planning has

to be directed toward improvement, toward change.117

To quote Green, "Change is the only inevitability in

history, "118 but so is continuity, practicularly in the schools.

Therefore, society may have to plan to rebuild the schools.119

112David H. Jenkins. "Force Field Analysis Applied to School
Situation," The Planning of Change, eds. W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne,
and R. Chin (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), p. 243.

113
Bennis, loc. cit.

114
Jenkins, op. cit., p. 241.

115Kjell Eide. "Organization of Educational Planning."
Educational Planning, ed. Don Adams (Syracuse: Syracuse University,
1964), p. 76.

116 ---
Ovsiew and Castetter, op. 229.

117
Kenneth H. Hansen. "Planning and Change: Design-Decision-

Action," Designing Education for the Future, No. 4., eds. E. L.
Morphet and D. L. Jesser (New York: Citation Press, 1968), p. 62.

118Thomas F. Green. "Schools and Communities: A Look
Forward," Harvard Education Review, MIX (Spring, 1969), 252.

119
Ibid.
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"If we are to have effective well-planned, purposive change within

the school system, the roles on the managerial level that are needed

to design, eniineer, adapt, and evaluate changes for the school

system must created. 120

Clearly, the planner is a change agent. As such he has

certain duties to society, one of which is to be responsive to

society. The planner must be his own man. He must be progressive

and improvement-oriented, The planner must be capable of over-

coming forces for blindly maintaining the status quo. Almost

without exception, educational planning is for change and improve-

ment.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

For the purpose of this study a goal is defined as that

ultimate, long-range target or aim that an organization such as

a school system, is constantly striving toward. An objective is

similarly defined, the difference lying in time. Objectives are

the more numerous, short-range targets of organizations.

There can be no basis for planning without establishrent and

identification of objectives and goals. 121 As will become more

concretely established later, one of the first steps in any plan-

ning operation is determination of whet the organization's goals

and objectives will be. A genuine objective is the permanent,

unalterable raison d'etre of en organization.122 "Since the purpose

120Keith Goldhemmer. "Local Provisions for Education: The
Organization and Operation of School Systems and Schools, Design
for Education for the Future, No. 5, eds. E. L. Morphet end D. L.
Jesser (New York: Citation Press, 1968), p. 125.

121
Killian, op. cit., p. 71.

122
Argenti, op. cit., p. 127.
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of planning is to provide a rational direction of activities

toward established goals, a plan cannot be drawn without object-

ives,"123 but setting universal objectives for all enterprises is

not velid.124

Oettilger felt that what is holding education back es far as

innovation is concerned is not lack of technology or lack of

innovations but failure of these innovations to be of much value

in attaining education's goals.125 Presumably Oettinger felt

current educational innovation is not successful in serving its

purpose. But Houston, among others, noted the difficulty in

measuring results in education.126 A major difference between

educational organizations and corporate or business organizations

as to planning lies in the profit motive. Because of it, corp-

orations or businesses can set as easily measured goal, and then

they can test their resu7.ts. This is not easy in educational plan-

ning, but Mager has proposed setting measurable goals in education.127

123
Branch, op. cit., p. 42.

124
Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 115.

125
Anthony Oettinger end Sew Marks. "Educational Technology:

New Myths end Old Realities," Harvard Education Review, XXXVIII
(Fall, 1968), 717.

126
Harry H. Houston. "An Inquiry into the Administrative

Process as It Relates to Decision-Mal-ing" (unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, Rutgers University, 1959), p. 149.

127
Robert F. Mager. Preparing Instructional Objectives

(Palo Alto, California: Fearon, 1962), pp. 1-3.
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Killian, a writer in the business management field, held

that goals must be understood and must facilitate actual measure-

ment of achievement.128 Koontz and O'Donnell, also management

experts, believe that objectives must be actionable and meaning-

ful to those who must achieve them. 129 Taba wrote that object-

ives must be analytically and specifically stated so as not to be

confusing. 130 According to the National Education Association,

"A good educational objective defines both the behavior sought in

the learner and areas of human experience through which this be-

havior is to be developed."131

There are, then, specifications for objectives and goals. They

must be clear, specific, and as readily measurable as possible.

Vagueness may cause goals to appear ambiguous or conflicting. 132

Killian also made a plea for goals being clear, and at the some

time he stressed the communication of goals and their supporting

data to all concerned.133 It is difficult to attain goals that

are not known or understood.

Taba advocated objectives in education that are developmental,

not termine1.134 Although she was primarily concerned with

curriculum planning, this seems a likely point for eny planning.

Oettinger and Marks encouraged experimentation with goal plan-

ning.135

128Killian, loc. cit.

129
Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 118.

130Hilda Taba. Curriculum Development: ThestLyalWPractLe
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1962), p. 203.

131Nstional Education Association, Planning and Organizing for
Teaching (Washington: The Association, 1963), p. 27.

132C. West Churchman. The Systems Approach (New York:
Delacorte Press, 1968), p. 169.

133Killian, op. cit., p. 77.

134Taba, loc. cit. 135Ret519ger and Marks, op. cit.,
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Henry noted a growing realization of the need for goal-

setting in industrial planning, but he sacf little formalized goal-

setting extent.136 Branch observed, "Normally corporate goals are

changed gradually rather than suddenly since they reflect careful

study rather than uncertainty of purpose, analytical procrastination,

or change for changes' sake."137

Brickell believed thPt generally goals are set for any

institution by the external social system which controls and

supports it, and therefore, every school should be attuned to

society. 138 Van Miller wrote,

The determination of what is wanted in education ard
from education is a most important responsibility of the
whole citizenry. How to attain what is agreed upon is
generally the responsibility of professional educators. 139

Smith, like Brickell and Miller, believed that the overall goals of

education should be determined by society and putting these goals

into operational terms is the task of professional educators.
140

But At least one writer, Sachs, felt that the goal of good educet-

ion, educational edministration, end society itself is predeter-

mined end it is enhancement of the individual,
141

1 6Henry, op. cit., p. 57.

137Branch, op. cit., p. 103.

138
Brickell, op. cit., p. 228.

139
Miller, op. cit., p. 63.

140
Smith, op cit., p. 17.

141
enjamin M. Sachs. Educational Administration: A

Behavioral Approach (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1966), p. 22.
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In another aspect.of the goal dilemma, Simon warned that the

principal goal of an organization is probably not that held by most

of the people in the lower reaches of the organization's hierar-

chy.142 Simon was not the only social scientist who warned of the

threat of.incongruency of goals in an organization. To quote

Bennis and Schein, "In undertaking any planned social change, the

process of installing the change programs must be congruent with

the process and goals of such programs."'"

In too many companies, goal setting simply means
looking at last year's growth rate, and perhaps that for
the year before end then setting a comparable goal for
the year ahead:144

Goal setting must not focus too much on the past. It

must take into consideration, and above all, it must con
centrate on the future. Goals should not be held down to
previous levels but should represent the maximum that the
company's total resources can produce.'"

Scott, too, has advocated objectives not being so far out of reach

that they are impossible to obtain, nor should they be so close as

to be too easily obtained. They must be realistic. 146

In planning for goals and objectives consideration must be

given not only to said goals and objectives, but to their effect

on, the wider goals of the environment or even society..147 At the

142Herbert A. Simon. On the:Concerit:of:Organizational Goals
Administrative ScienCe Quarterly '(June,:1964),.. p.

143W.
G. Bennis, and E. .H. ,Schein. "Principles and Strategies

in the Use of Laboratory Training for .Improving Social SYstems,"
The Planning of Change, eds. TAY. G. llennia;A(.- D.. Benne, andE.
Chin .(2nd ed., New York: Holt, Rinehart end Vinstod,-1969), p. 155.

ft

144
Killian op. cit.

145
Ibid.

146Scott,
op. cit., pp. 100-101.

147
Mannheim, op. cit.,
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same time, it is difficult to decide what is needed for the

educational environment without some goals being set.148 This

again emphasizes the importance of early determination of goals

in educational planning.

Brackenbury listed the following tasks to,be undertaken by

any educational unit formulating its objectives:

1. Achieving commitment.
2. Recognizing the nature of objectives.
3. Exploring the sources of objectives.
4. Determining the appropriateness of the objectives.
5. Establishing the worth of the objectives..
6. Ascertaining the feasibility of the objectives.
7. Organizing the staff for action.
8. Continuing reevaluation.149

New federal goals of education (i.e., economic growth,
national defense, and social change) should, be incorporated
with classic goals (i.e., the right and wrong of social
behavior, citizenship, and social mobility) to provide a
unified goal structure for the guidance of the public and
of school district employees.15'

Ovsiew and Castetter wrote, "Educational objectives are achieved

through experiences provided in the formnf curriculum, courses,

activities, and services.'151 Saylor and Alexander, in their

curriculum. text, went a little further:

148Herbert S. Parnes. "Assessing the Educational Needs of a
Nation," Educational Planning, ed. Don Adams (Syracuse: Syracuse
University, 1964), p. 47.

149
Robert L. Brackenbury. Rational Planning in Curriculum

and Instruction, ed. John Goodlad (Washington, D.C.: National
Education Association, 1967), pp. 91-108.

150
Fawcett, op. cit., p. 213.

151
9

Ovsiew and Castetter, op. cit., p. 194.
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Goals for American education rre derived philosophically
from A trod ATId penetlting analysis of social life, insti-
tutions, cultural values, And social pspir-tions on the one
hand, rod An dialysis of the nature of the developing,
immature child or the other. 152

The lest quotrtions may he less thin pragmatic, but they

evpress the general theme of this sub-chaptei. The American

system of educetion hrs one overrll goal - -to educate children.

However, society, particularly the local society of the local

district, he's A definite effect on what "to educate children"

means. The interpretation rnd carrying out of community-

influenced sub - goals Pnd objectives, some authorities believe, is

the responsibility of the professional staff of the school system.

This sub - chapter also is to demonstrate that gorl determin-

ation is the relationship between goals and objectives, mnd plan-

ning. netting goals 'rid objectives is the first phase of pny

1-ind of planning. Once goals mnd objectives Are established, they

must be communicwted to the entire organization end there must 1:ye

en effort to Align individual rnd organizetionel goals. This, too

is planning.

SYSTEMS APPROACHES

Much mention is made in the literature of taring A more sys-

tematic approach to planning; of making more use of technology.

New concepts in planning show en pure o: science and technol-

ogy. 153
and Pt the sane time, new technologies require pinning

becpuse of their long -range effects.I54 The connection here is

152
J. G. Saylor and W. M. Alerpondel. Curriculum Plenniu

(New Yoik: rinehart and Comp Any, 1954), p. 113.

153
Chase, op. cit., p. 57.

154
Michael, op. cit., p. 38.
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obvious. Planning lends itself well to systems Anely5is. The

Shanes have written that the socio-scientific information for

educrtionpl pinnning is Already available, but it must be

methodically accepted by education.155

Helmer, in his Social Technolou, Advocated increased develop-

ment end use of social technology. 156 Theodores celled for more

sophisticated, less "folksy" planning thet is refined and techno-

logically oriented.157 The following paragraphs will frequently

use systems analysis end systems rppropch es nearly synonymous.

This is not the cese. A systems Approach is e more general term

for tpking A systematic view of a problem, whereas, systems

Analysis is a specific term for a specific systems epproach. PPE'S

is p form of systems analysic end A systems ,pproech. Argumentation

is a systems epproach to problem solving, but not systems nne-

lysis.

Churchman described the systems approaches As
follows:

Systems ure made up of sets of components that work to-
gether for the overall objective of the whole. The systems
approach is simply r wry of thinking about these tote).
systems end their components)"

Or even more succinctly, systems Analysis "may be defined is en

orderly way of identifying end ordering the differentiated com-

ponents, relationships, processes, and other properties or any-

thing that may be conceived as an integrated whole."159

155Shane and Shane, op. cit., p. 375.

156Olpf Helmer. Social Technology (New York: Basic
1966).

157
Jrmea L. Theodore:. Crisia in Planning (Columbus, Ohfo:

Council of Educetionel Facility Planners, 1968), pp. 28-29.

158
Churchman, op. cit., p. 11.

159
Hartley, op. cit., p. 23.
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Decisions reached through the application of current
technology may be quite different from choices arrived et
in a less sophisticated manner. One reason for this is
that the systems approach employs specialists from A
number of diverse fields to provide unique inputs in the
rnelysis and planning stages. Secondly, the rules of
procedure are more systematic end precise and, there-
fore, decisions based on these applications will better
withstend critical and rational inquiry. Thirdly, the
emphasis on the generation of models and the insistence
on get ering pertinent facts replace pure intuition,
emotional predispositions, and visceral judgments based
on incomplete date. Systems technology has power to the
extent that it produces a solid, objective, -_ation?1 basis
for decision - making. The result is more effective control
over operations end greater capability to cope with the
bewildering errry of new possibilities. 160

Caldwell tool the approach that systems analysis does not make

planning or decision-making easier. In fact, it odds to the time

end expense. But it does increase the rationality of planning and

decision-making end is therefore justified."'"

Concepts underlying the systems approach include:

1. Systems orientation - -whole is greater than the sum
of the parts.

2. Heavy reliance on facts and date.

3. Focus on futureheavy reliance on long-range plan-
ning; seeks to reduce negative impact of uncertainty about
the future.

4. Teams of specialists frequently involved.

5. Simulation and the use of models involved.

6. Creativity required.162

"The overriding principle essocieted with systems is the PCCOM

plishment of purpose."'" A system exists specifically to 'thieve

1
"'Stephen J. Fnezevich (ed.). AoministretImitchnoluxEnd

the School Executive (Washington: American Association of School
Administrators, 1969), pp. 22-23.

161 Caldwell, op. cit., P. 12.

1621(nezevich, op. cit., pp. 35-41.

163x. V. Feyereisen, A. J. Fiorino, and A. T. Nave,- Super-
vision and Curriculum Renewal: A Systems Approach (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1970), p. 131.
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en objective, end this objective is whet gives the system inte-

grity. 164

Systems Analysis is now a fesionable research technique

because scholars in many disciplines see complicated human proble=s

PS systems. 165 The University of Chicago has replaced its graduate

course in school plant planning with one in systems Analysis to

encourage the view of plant design rs a variable with systemwide

implications.'"

There are two vantages of value to planners for viewing

systems analysis. First, systems analysis is P body of subject

matter. Secondly, it is an enalyticel tool to facilitate under-

standing of the disciplines thmt contribute to education.167

Systems thinking provides a rational framework for educational

planning. 168

Churchman listed the following PS basic considerations to be

made when thinking in terms of systems:

1. Total objectives of the system and measurement of
performance toward these objectives.

2. Systems environment--not under the control of the
system.

3. System resources.

4. System components.

5. System management.'"

"A system is e set of parts coordinated to accomplish a set of

goals."170

164Ibid.

165Hartley, op. cit., pp. 23-24.

166/bid.. p. 65.

167Ibid., p. 24.

1681bid., p. 21.

169Churchman, op. cit., pp. 29-30.

170Ibid., p. 29.
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"Every syste2 is embedded in c larger system."
171

The firm,

or school district, is A planning system end each subunit is it-

self P plpnning unit involved in the overall system.
172

"All

living systems rre open systems--systems in contact with their

173
environment, with input end output across system boundaries."

One of the difficult problems in cresting alteroptive
plans of action is the possibility of a change in the
larger system. A redesign of the larger system mey me1'e
ell of the plternetives of the subsystem completely
irrelevrnt. 174

The systems approach, according to Chin, is universally

applicable throughout the physical and sociel world.
175

Therefore,

it must be applicable to education. A "school system" has complex

properties, sub-systems, en environment, outputs, etc., making

it similar to biological, social, or architectural systems.
176

It is difficult to comprehend the boundaries of the
so- celled "school system." One of the most striking
features of the educational network is the complexity
of multifarious lira-ages between various elements of
society and the school system. 1

A change in the school hours effects not only pupils
and school personnel but every child's mother. You

introduce the "new math" and shelve up every parent in
town. Ability grouping invites federal court decisions
prohibiting it. If pert of the high school burns down,
it mey be cheaper for local' tar payers to build p new one
because the state contributes toward costs of new con-
struction but not of renovation. An experiment with new
curricula seises the specter of low performance on college
boards, And, most obviously, the people who meke up every
other institution from the family to the Presidency are
products of the school.

"'Ibid., p. 48.

172
Chamberinin, op. cit., p. 10.

173
Robert Chin. "The Utility of Systems Models rnd Develop-

mental Models for Practitioners," 21121±2ningofOhanite, eds.,
W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin (2nd ed.: New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, 1969), p. 303.

174
Churchmen, op. cit., p. 164.

175Chin, op. cit., p. 299.

176
Hartley, op. cit., p. 27.
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Granted the complexity of the system, it becomes
obvious that any change in the schools which alters or
even threatens to alter established linkages between the
school and rny other segment of society will meet et best
with the delays inherent in explaining any change co those
affected by it and nt worst with stony resistance. 77

Education is a system with the raw materiel being humans,

L.-n/411y children. The input incluJes students, teachers, equip-

ment, buildings. The output is people of various degrees of

education. 178

Ynezevich described four levels of personnel in the educational

system:

Level I

Level II

Superintendent Generalist or comprehensivist
with concern for the total
system and coordination of
ell units.

Assistant Quasi-generalist or quasi-
Superintendent comprehensivist with concern

for interrelations within
major subdivision of the
system.

Level III Principals

Level IV Teachers and
Special Ser-
vice Personnel

Specialists with concern for
n significant component in
the system.

Specialists within component
units.179

In short, systems analysis provides an intellectual
technique for unifying the diverse activities of a school
in a logically consistent fashion. The school system may
be conceived es operating a specified "mix" of programs,
each of which has e determinable cost.18°

177
Oettinger and Marks, op. cit., p. 703.

178
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,

Methods and Statistical Needs for Educational Planning (Paris:
OECD, n,d.), p. 17.

179
Knezevich, op. cit., pp. 108-109.

180
Hartley, op. cit., P. 6.
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The idea of "determinable cost," of course, alludes to

Planning-Programming-Budgeting Systems (PPBS). "Although

mystique has developed about PPBS, the term itself serves only to

identify a systems-based approach to future-oriented organizational

decision-making--that is, a systems approach to organizational

planning. '1181 PPBS also involves the generation of alternatives

and the ultimate selection among them on the basis of detailed

analysis in terms of predicted outcomes.182 The program-budget

is A document produced in the course of planning. It is an end,

mangement too1.183 PPBS is Also a rate of return approach,

money is placed where it promises the best return.184 The budget

is based on programs, not line categories. PPBS is only one of

several systems-based approaches to administration.

A management information system is e system for gathering and

processing information from the surrounding environment end from

the system itself and providing inputs for decision making. In-

formation can come from many subsystems such as student personnel

records. Storage and processing ere complex and require soph-

isticated hard and softwere.185

181T. L. Eidell and J. M. Nagle. Conceptuolizetion of PPBS
Data -Based Educational Planning (Eugene, Oregon: Center for Advanced
Study of Educational Administration, 1970), p. 3.

182 Ibid., p. 5.

183
Andre L. Dariere. "Some Theory of Planning for Educat-

ion," Educational Planning in the United States, eds. Stanley
Elam and C. I. Swanson (Itasca, Illinois: Peacock Publishers,
1969), p. 181.

1 84C. Arnold Anderson, and Mary Jane Bowman. "Theoretical
Considerations in Educational Planning," Educational Planning, ed.
Don Adams (Syracuse: Syracuse University, 1964), p. 27.

185
Knezevich, op. cit., pp. 50-52.
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Information theory involves mental processing of information about

r situation. Lately the mind has been partially replaced by

mechanical processing devices such as components.
186

Computers,

calculators, end other such machines can be valuable to the plan-

ner, but the value of their calculations is directly related to

the soundness of their input. Computers save time in such planning

areas as projection, correlation, and simulation. The computer

and other devices of information processing should be used to

support humans where they need help most and where the machines

work best--dealing with abstract symbols in statistics or math-

emetics.
187

Management techniques such as Game Theory are tools useful in

planning but too specific to individual organizations to be

generally described for all planning. 188 Game theory developed

from analysis of games such as Poker and translates rules of games

into axioms and mathematical definitions. It is primarily e

training device.
189

Pstedoexperimentation is the evaluation of the relative effec-

tiveness of alternatives when said alternatives cannon actually

be tested. It involves simulation and model building and is

valuable in the social sciences where actual experimentation is

virtually impossib1e. 190 Another method used where model building

is not effective is the use of expert opinion as a means of aiding

186
Branch, op. cit., pp. 138-139.

187
Ibid., pp. 95-100.

188
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190
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in selection among alternatives. Expert opinion is particularly

valuable in cases where little theory is available. Experts nre

usually selected on the basis of their reputetion.191 University

professors are frequently selections.

Since "thinking about any subject is done within the frame-

work of a conceptional model representing each person's knowledge

of the subject," many executives consider model-building part of

planning. 192 Some model's are less complex than others, not

existing beyond a simple mental image. To visualize conceptual

relationships or components of a system some aids such es charts,

models, or even an ordinary chalk board are necessary.193

Another popular systems approach is Operations Research (OR),

which

. . .may be defined as the application of scientific
methods to problems of the executive,, that is, problems
of the manager responsible for integrating the operations
of functionally distinct organizational components. Teams
of scientists and engineers of diverse backgrounds examine
ell aspects of e problem and draw from a wide range of
scientific concepts, methods, techniques, and tools those
which are most applicable to the problem at hand. Out of
this integrated and synthesizing research procedure, the
executive is provided with an objective basis for making
decisions end establishing policies which best serve the
organization as a whole.b4

Koontz and O'Donnell described OR as "application of the

scientific method to the study of alternative in n problem sit-

uation, with a view toward providing a quantitive basis for

arriving at an optimum solution in terms of the goals sought."195

191
Ibid.

192Branch, op. cit., p. 127.

193
Ibid., p. 154.

194E. Lenard Arnoff. "Operations Research and Long-Range
Company Planning," Long-Range Planning for Management, ed. D. W.
Ewing (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1964), pp. 314-315.

195Koontz
and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 164.
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Models and teems of experts are emphasized.196

Components of a system must interact. Exchange of information

among the components of any system affords organization to the

system.197 "School administrators might give serious consider-

ation to consulting with experts in other fields as one way of

bringing the promise of new technology to educational opera-

tions."
198

Chin argued for the use of systems models in planned change

but admitted that et present this would have to patchwork

system.
199 Steiner claimed that some areas of long-range planning

are too unstructured for sophisticated quantitative methods, and

they are thus seldom used .200 Oettinger and Marks do not see

educational technology as a panacea.201 The picture is not all

that good. There are others who do not see the systems approach

as the answer, and certainly all approaches are not applicable in

education, nor all of the time.

Knezevich celled for the redefinition of the typical research

iivision found in many school systems into what he termed a re-

search, planning, information, and development division (RPID).

This department would be the systems analysis division and would be

responsible for ideas es well as software. The RPID division would

196
Ibid., pp. 163-173.

197Feyereisen, Fiorino, and Nowak, op. cit., p. 132.

198
Knezevich, op. cit., p. 25.

199Chin, c,p. cit., pp. 297-312.

200
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201
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have some permanent personnel and also some ad hoc people- -

teachers, administrators, specialists--for particular projects.

RPID would set goals, examine and evaluate existing and potential

programs, and make recommendations to the superintendent.
202

This

idea will be re-examined below under "Planning Organization."

Knezevich also paraphrased Weys203 in describing how planning

should be altered to use the newer ideas.204 Some of these con-

cepts of Ways will be examined below.

Hartley depicted graphically the following steps in e process

of educational systems analysis:

Long-range planning
New objectives and alternatives proposed
Needs research
Systems specifications
Problem formulation
Alternatives proposed
Alternatives compared
Resources determined
Priority for alternatives
Curricular program design
Optimal organization design
Implement programs
Develop technical support procedures
Assign budgetary allocations
Program rewlew
Program revision205

From this subchapter it can be seen that planning should take

A more systems-oriented approach, and should be carried out in the

light of current technology. Planning lends itself well to a

systematic approach, and, if nothing else, should et least be viewed

202
Knezevich, op. cit., pp. 120-121.

703
Max Ways. "The Road to 1977," Fortune (January, 1967),

pp. 93-95.

2 04Knezevich, op. cit., pp. 110-111.

205
Hartley, op. cit., p. 70.
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,s an orderly, determinable process. What particuler approach r

school district should tave cannot be predetermined, but obviously

PPBS and the use of compiters are two s7stemis approAches of merit

to almost any district.

If planning is to be viewed as a systematic procesc,

Knezevich's six concepts underlying a systems approach are of real

value to thi planner. These conceots will serve as base upon

which this study will be developed and should be '.ept in mind.

PLANNING ORGANIZATION

Planning, lik= any other endeavor, requires organization,

training, tools and administration,.206 The organization required

by planning should be seen as a vehicle, not an end in itself.207

This subchapter is to be a ckacription of the organization of

educational planning.

Henry contended that "the organization for long-range planning

should be tailored to fit each individual business firm.208 This

probably also applies to school systems. In addition, Henry found

that in the firms he studied there was a decided trend toward sore

fomented plenning .209 In studying the planning organization in

the forty-five companies concerned, he found that differences in

organization varied as to philosophy and leadership of the lop

executive, orientation of the company to change, and activity

focus.210

2068ranch, op. cit.,p. 189.

207Killian, op. cit., p. 93.

208
Henry. Long: Ranee, op. cit., p. 46.

209Ibid., p. 80.

210
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Warren found that in the companies he surveyed the ones that

felt hrd the best organization for planning had the following

common characteristics:

1. Planning staff made up of the best people in their
specialities.

2. Planning staff's first allegiance WAS to mpnrgement,
only indirectly did they aid the divisions.

3. Planning staffs were made aware that mortgaging the
future to focus 9n short-term tangibles was not viewed et
all favorably. 11

Any organization for planning must provide adequate support of

three hinds: money, manpower, and data. 212 Here again it can be

seen planning is similar to other administrative functions. Scott

wrote that there are two chief organizational patterns for providing

these three supports for planning. A teal force can be set up for

one or more special projects or for initiating a continuing form-

alized approach to planning, or r planning unit can be established

on a permanent bails. This planning unit, which may well be just

one person, would report directly to the top .213

Branch maIntained that planning cannot be establised instantly

pnd by directive. It should be planned for and developed by a small

group of top-level erecutives.214 Branch believed that the top

executive cannot be the one and only planner. To this Hansen wouli

add that planning should not be done by en executive "in his spare

time. D 2 15

21IWarren, op. cit., pp. 84-85.

2I2Hanaen, op. cit., p. 61.

213
Scott, op. cit., pp. 177-178.

214
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215
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Scott listed the following ps adjustments frequently made to

allow more attention to be paid to long-range planning:

1. Pealigrment of top executives' workloads.

2. Increase in reliance upon advice from, and
analysis by such non-operating personnel ps directors
and consultants.

3. Delegation of some long-range planning
responsibility .216

This cites one ol the more potentially controversial points in

planning orgenization--centralization versus decentralization of

planning.

LeBreton and Henning contended that planning ought to be

among the lest of the administrative functions delegated.
217

Scott

wrote that in the centralization-decentralization argument the

balance is toward the former for several reasons:

1. People pt tht top level are beet able to develop
long-range plans for the entire organization.

2. Long-range planning requires e view of the organiza-
tion es an integrated whole, not a sum of the parts.

3. Issues involved are of the utmost importance.

4. Strategic planning requires the attention of high
caliber people.

5. Strategic planning requires dealing with highly
confidential information.21°

"Planning in any unit almost always raises problems that can

be resolved only in some larger unit."219 Darters also advocated

centralized planning by citing disadvantages of decentralized

216Scott, op. cit., p. 159.

217L
Breton and Henning, op. cit., p. 177.

218
ScAt, op. cit., pp. 173-174.

219
Chamberlain, op. cit., p. 201.
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educational planning.220 As P matter of fact, most of the liter-

ature reviewed held for centralization for reasons similar to those

listed by Scott. There were a few, such es Branch, who felt plen-

ning should be delegated es far down the organizational chart as

possible. 221 The strongest pull for decentralization of planning

is realism, pragmatism, or anti-ivory tower planning. 222 But it

appears safe to state that, ordinarily, educational planning should

be centralized in the district office.

In small districts the planning unit may be the superinten-

dent. 223 Golde wrote that several aspects of planning are made

easier by small organizations: less data to gather, fewer

organizational levels, and operations are not as disseminated.

Golde's main contention was that there is little more to helping

a small organization plan than convincing the top executives

that planning is a good thing.224

Top management must really believe in planning in order for

it to work .
225

The role of the planner is like that of the

jester in the king's court .226 He has the ear of the top man and

may say things, advocate ideas, and push for innovations that

others in the organization may not. In addition, Eide wrote of the

planner as an irritant force built into the organization to end

stalemates and enhance progress. 227

220Dariere, op. cit., pp. 186-188.

221 Branch, op. cit., p. 182.

222Scott, op. cit., p. 174.
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224
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225
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Although rlrnning should be centralized, it should not be

monopolized by the planning unit. There must be interaction -mong

all units of the organization with a difference only in focus, not

strict definit;on.223 A school system requires some planning other

then that et the top levels. Castetter end Burchell listed ;.'s

=jar planning units the board of education, the superintendency,

the principalship, end committees.229 Planning units should leave

priority choices end choices between alternatives to the policy

makers.230 In other words, planning, where it is not policy

making, can be accomplished below the level of the superiatendenz,

but it should be confined to necessary plans. For example, it

will be essential for the principals to do some building-level

planning. Planning units, regardless of level, must be careful

not to become senpegorts for unpopular decisions made by the board

or the superintendent.231 Final authority for plans remains with

the board and the superintendent.232

The planner or planning unit should marimize professional

contacts end professional competence.233 Planning can be improved

by professionalism. However, making a planning unit inter-

disciplinary tends to discourage professional superstition.234

A professional from another discipline will not be as prone to

228-Njell Eidt. "The Planning Process," Educational Planning
in the United States, eds. Stanley Elam and C. I. Swanson (Itasca,
Illinois: Peacock Publishers, 1969), pp. 81-32.

229
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230Eide, "The Planning Process," op. cit., p. 89.
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232110nry, Long-Renee, op. cit., p. 30.

233Eide, op. cit., p. 90.
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:ear the innovative as will fi planning unit composed of personnel

All of one bacl,ground. 235

After any amount of reading in the planning field there crn

be little doubt that part of the organizetion involved with

educational planning has got to be concerned with community involve-

ment in the planning. Green advocated this. 236 Arnstein favored

it as an entitling device for including in the political rnd

economic processes those "have-not" citizens who pre presently

excluded from these processes.237 Hartley contended that

participatory planning should include the students, teachers,

administrators, board members, an1 even pars-professionals.233

Chase wrote that all groups in society who have a stake in the

results of planning must be given a "chance to articulate their

own perceptions of their needs and desires."239 Obviously the

members of the school community should to allowed to express their

desires and interpretations of need instead of the school's

attempting to decide what they want end need. The tradition of

the community school should be continued, but the localism that

hinders education should be eliminated .240 This would seem to be

the job of the professional educators.

235
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236
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237
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Schools are social institutions, and education is n social

act.
241

The schools and school planning cannot be divorced from

local, societal, or city pinnning.
242

Any discussion of planning

necessitates discussion of accomplishment of objectives through

people.243

Cnmpbell claimed that teachers went to feel that their ideas

Are heard by the administration. This can be accomplished by

district office-coordinated planning involving teachers .244 Hnving

teachers in on planning also tends to convince them that most

education problems have no simple, easy answer. 245 But probably

the biggest advantage of involving teachers and other employees

of the district in planning :s thnt feeling involved aids rn

employee in accepting plens. 246

Ovsiew advocated P Planning Council; e :;0;bsystem of consult-

ants to the superintendent made up of representatives of ell nreas

of the education community, 247 end this representative council

would plan. The members of this body would pct es pdvisors to

the superintendent end in turn, the board. Consultation in this

sense is based on two premises. First, people have a right to

241saylor and Alexander, op. cit., pp. 114-115.

242Goldhamer, op. cit., p. 94.

243National Industrial Conference Board, Organization Planning
(New York: The Board, 1962), p. 3.

244R. F. Campbell, J. E. Corbally, end J. A. Ramseyer.
Introduction to Educetional Administration (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, 1966), p. 245.

245
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246
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247Leon Ovsiew. "Administrative Structure in the Trenton,
New Jersey Schools," (Philadelphia: The Educational Service
Bureau, Temple University, 1969), p. 18. (Mimeographed.)
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participate in decisions which effect them. Secondly, compley

mrtters, such as planning, requiring eypert 'knowledge end coop-

erative effort would 'oe best dealt with by people with epertise

in these areas.248

Consultation is based on authority of ideas not authority

inherent to rdministrntion.249 Participatory planning then re-

quires competent, as well as representative participants. Line

executives, such es building principals, mey object to participa-

tory planning as en infringement upon their authority or an

aspersion upon their competence.25° They must be convinced that

they hold their positions because of professional competence ns

administrators and that planners also are competent but generally

in areas other then edministration. (See also The Superintendent

in Planning, below.)

Planning consultants may be parents, teachers, students,

"personnel in universities and government agencies or private

firms on an pd hoc basis. "251 The nature of the planning to be

done will help in determining the membership of the planning

unit.252 Regardless o membership in the planning unit, there

must be clear definition of planning responsiblity for every

position in the orgenization.253

248
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Small organizations that do not feel they can afford r' full-

time planning staff frequently utilize a committee of top manage-

ment personnel on an ad hoc basis. 2 54 Ovsiew's Planning Council

itself is permanent, but many of the members change with the topic

under consideration.251) It is clear, however, that planning is

still centralized and participatory as indicated. Whenever e

committee approach is taken to planning, effectiveness is

furthered by making assignments clear, giving authority necessary

to accomplish the assignment, selecting competent leaders, pre-

planning the committee work, evaluating the results, and dis-

solving the committee when the assignment is complete.256

"Plans must be communicated."257 "In ell cases end at all

levels, the planning operation involves a continuous communicat-

ion. . "258 These quotations from Steiner are rather typical

of the pleas in the literature for communication in planning.

Not only must the need for planning be communicated, but the

ongoing planning and the finished plans must be communicated to

all concerned.

Koontz and O'Donnell's Commitment Principle described very

well the period of time for which en organization must plan.

"Logical planning encompasses a period of time in the future

necessary to foresee, through a series of actions, the fulfillment

of commitments involved in a decision. '259 There is little value

254Scott, op. cit., p. 163.

255Ovsiew, "Administrative Structure in the Trenton, New
Jersey Schools," loc. cit.

256
LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., pp. 219-228.
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258Ibid., p. 317.

259
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in attempting to plan for P future so far may as to be prohibit-

ive.

Branch, among others, edvoceted flexibility in plenning.260

Planning flexibility includes physical-spatial flexibility in the

organization; flexibility for rearrangement of people, places,

facilities, and channels. To pion is to increase flexibility.

Therefore, having planned, pn organization must tale care not to

become so committed to its plan rs to lose its flexibility.

The literature appears ambivalent on the subject of separation

or combination of planning and implementation. In 1911 Taylor

advocated separation of implementation from planning es he felt

they were different functions, best performed by separate groups

of peoplenamely labor end management.
261

Anderson supported

this view. "It is imprudent to include implementing educational

plans within the domain of educational planning. "1262 He went on

to state that school administrators are not implementors.263 Yet

LeBreton and Henning considered it o disedventage to separate the

two functions. 2 64 Eide also believed planning and implementation

could not be separate.265 It would seem that if there is to be

e high degree of staff participation in educational planning, it

would necessarily be combined to some extent with implementation.

Teachers ere the implementors of most plans, and their involvement

260Branch, op. cit., pp. 108-109.

261Frederick U. Taylor. Principles of Scientific Management
(New York: Herper and Brothers, 1911), pp. 37-38.

262
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263
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265Eide. "Organization of Educational Planning," op. cit.,
p. 74.
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in planning will not relieve them of this function. However, to

the extent that administrators plan, planning and implementation

will continue, for the most part, to Le separate.

Implementation of plans, particularly those that are untried

and involve teachers, can be furthered by providing demonstration

of the prospective innovation in a school similar to the one in

which the innovation is to be implemented--this to preclude staff

finding a reason why the innovation will not work for them .266

Brickell also found that tae most successful innovations are those

accompanied by elaborate help for teachers.267

Clearly the organization required fox planning should include

e central planning committee such es Ovsiew's Planning Council

or Knezevich's RPID division. But regardless of title, on

organization that plans must have within it o body that has certain

characteristics. This planning Lody should be centralized and

permanent although some of its members will change with the changes

in the planning task. The plrnning body should be lepresentative;

it should include those for whom the planning is being done. It

should include the best people) available, people expert in their

fields. The organization for planning requires en enthusiastically

interested top management, and a planning unit that either includes

top management or has ready access to it. Communication, in all

directions is of the utmost importance. Flexibility, too, is a

prime concern of the planning unit, as is implementation. Finally,

the planning unit should be planned as should its operation.

266
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PLANNING PERSONNEL

The Superintendent in Planning

Planning is a function of top management. Like goal
setting, it may be shared with others who develop specific
plans for their own areas of responsibility; but the
obligation for tying plans together and making certain
that the total program is geared to reach overall object-
ives remains part of the top executive's job.268

In their text, Planning Theory, LeBreton and Henning wrote that

they believed the way to view the chief executive's job was as

"that of almost continuous preoccupation with developing or

participating in the development of plans, end seeing that each is

carried out to a successful conclusion."269

The Far West Educational Laboratory found that in the

districts studied the superintendent was )1the person most involved

in the decision-making process with referipce to educational

planning. 270 Howell found that the major role in educational plan-

ning was played by the superintendent although teachers and

community members did have smaller zoles.
271

268

269

op. cit., p. 82.

LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. b.

270
Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-

ment, Decision Processes and Thformation Needs in Education
(Berkeley: The Laboratory, n.d.), pp. 10-11.

271
Glade F. Howell. "The Significance of Educational Plan-

ning of the Physical Plant in Adapting Curriculum Innovations"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Brigham Young University,
1967), p. 146.
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The generic name =or whet school administrators must
do to engineer educational change is planning. The

fundarental nature of planning is so profound, so all
eLcompassing, that only the superintendent should be
directly in charge of the processes planning requires.
The basic responsibility of a superintendent in a time
of change is to direct the system's educational plan-
ning function.272

Ovsiew felt the superintendent had two rather conflicting goals:

maintenance of the organization end improvement of the organize-

tion.273 In fact, Ovsiew went on to recommend a deputy superin-

tendent for general administration to help free the superintendent

for planning for the improvement of the organization.
274

Barnes believed that it was necessary that time be found for

unharried reflection and deliberation by the superintendent.

Planning requires that he set aside this time amid the distract-

ions and responsibilities of a large school system. Planning

talent should be freed from some erecuti.ie responsibility. 275

PPBS facilitates dispersion of responsibility through the

admiffstrative structure to help free the superintendent for

planning by making information more readily and efficiently

available at top levels.276

The superintendent is a generalist; he sees the whole

education program and its relation to the whole district.277 The

chief executive mey not be trained at all in e field in which he

272
Ovsiew. "Administrative Structure in the Trenton, New

Jersey Schools," op. cit., p. 4.

273
Ibid.

274
Ibid.

2'5
Melvin W. Barnes. "Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in

Urban and Metropolitan Areas,"Tesigning Education for the Future,
No. 3, eds. E. L. Morphet and C. O. Ryan (New York: Citation
Press, 1968), p. 221.

2/6Hartley, op. cit., p. 183.

277Daniel E. Griffiths, et al.,_Prganizing_Schools for Effect-
ive Education Danville, Illinois: TneIntrarNteFrincers and--
PUBTIFWEITG-79 2), p. 163.
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must make a planning decision. Therefore, he must select staff

end consultants well, and he must trust their expertise.
278

The superintendent should be knowledgeable in educational

research, and he must favor experimentation. 279 The superinten-

,2nt is the schoo: system's power center, its ultimate leader.
280

However, the only valid test of his leadership is in his effect-

iveness in influencing others.281 He dare not be passive. 282

A spirit of enthusiastic planning must spring from the top of

the organization.
203

Top management must communiete enthusiasm

for planning throughout the organizntion.284 Steiner contended

that the most effective planning is accomplished when the chief

executive strongly supports the planning program and exerts his

influence it npproprinte point' in the process. 285 Henry found

that the success of long-range planning seemed directly related

to the active interest of the top eiecutives.286

278Branch, op. cit., p. 168.

2798.
H. Johnson. "Role of the Superintendent and Eoerd of

Education," Designing Education for the Future, No. 3, eds. E. L.
Morphet end C. 0. Ryan (New York: Citation Press, 1968), p. 236.

280Patricia C. Sexton. The American School: A Sociological
Analysis (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hell, 1967), p. 27.

281
Killian, op. cit., p. 5.

282
Archie R. Dy!-es. School Board and Superintendent (Danville,

Illinois: The Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1965), ?. 12.

283
W. B. Gibson. "Guideposts for Forward Planning," kaa-

Plannine_for Management, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York: Harper

and Brothers, 1964), pp. 78-81.

284

285

Scott, op. cit., p. 172.

Steiner. Managerial, op. cit., p. 313.

286
Henry, Long-Range, op. cit., p. 28.
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Sachs held that administrators must learn to recognize

creativity.
287

Planners, as will be seen, are creative; and,

although the superintendent may not be, he must seek out and

support creativity.

The superintendent must realize that his job is political in

nature. He must see how his environment is related to other

political and public agencies.
288

The superintendent's position

becomes more politically oriented with the increase in community

involvement in planning.

Fensch and Wilson pointed out that meetings are a frequently

occurring method of administering; therefore, the superintendent

should be expert at conducting planned meetings.
289

"The essence

of a good administrator at the top leVel is that he rarely acts

alone, He is surrounded by officials and advisors, and whether or

not he follows their advice, he would be foolish to ect before

hearing it."
290

The late Robert Kennedy demonstrated that the

executive's decision is based on the advice.of advisors who may

not even agree with each other; argumentation is useful in the

decision-making process for the chief-executive.
29 1

:.2.8.7

Sachs, tv. cit., v. 160
288

Johnson, op. cit., pp. 232-233.

289
E. A. Fensch, and R. E. Wilson. The Superintendency Team_

'(Columbus, Ohio:. Charles E. Merrill, 1964), p. 73.

290
C. E. Beeby. Plannin and the Educational Administrator

. .

(Paris: UNESCO, International Institute for Educational Planning;
1967), p. 290.

291
Robert F. Kennedy. Thirteen Days (New York: W. W. Norton

and Company, 1969).
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Golde wrote that e top executive must develop the habit of

questioning end seeking information. 292 Sachs added that

argumentation is pert of the democratic way of life, leeds to

insight, and should be promoted by administretors.293 Viten

advocated a defender in planning whose role is much lie that of

the British Loyal Opposition. He would automatically oppose a

new idea as a test of its worth. This argumentative approach

could easily be used by the superintendent of schools, eccord-

ing to Klein, as his job is to view all sides of every question.294

Clearly the executive should seek Pll the information available

in planning. The planning unit should provide this information,

and the decision to use it or not is then up to the superinten-

dent.
295

Although the biggest planning problem involving boards of

directors appears to to overcoming the questioning attitude con-

cerning planning, 296 directors do become upset by executives who

admit to doing planning "in a little spare time."297 Scott found

that most chief executives admit to having little time to plen.298

292Golde, loc. cit.

293
Sachs, op. cit., pp. 45-47.

294Donald Klein. "Some Notes on the Dynamics of Resistance
to Change," The Planning of Change, eds. W. G. Benni., K. D. Benne,
and R. Chin (2nd ed.; New York: Holt, Rinehart end Winston, 1969),
pp. 502-506.

295
Eide. "The Planning Process," op. cit., p. 89.

296
James Dowd. "The Board of Directors Looks at Long-Range

Planning, Long-Ran ssinalu_1212inmemea, ed. J. W. Ewing
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1964), pp. 285-286.

297
Ibid., p. 2S3.

298
Scott, op. cit., p. 156.
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As pointed out earlier, the superintendent is the chief planner,

but he should not do it ell. Deriere cited es disadvantages of en

individual planner lack of sophistication in compering alternttivc-:

rnd restricted access to informetion.299

The superintendent should not plan alone, nor should citizens

be excluded from planning. Fensch contended that the school

administration is the linIc between citizens' desires and teacher

performence.31° Every administrator should have some responsib-

ility for planning the resources under his jurisdiction AS long

AS this planning does not exceed the Fret. of his euthority. 301

Howell holds that planning should be up to professional educators

but after they 'eve given the ley public en opportunity to

express their ideas.302

Some administrators feel that new management procedures such

as participatory planning threaten their independence, but these

new approaches will increase the administrator's scope of action

rnd control over educational processes.303 "Planning broadens

the span of control in the sense that the superior executive can,

by prudent predetermination of courses of action, make his

direction and control more effective."
3
°4 Planning even particpA-

tory planning, does not threaten any administrator who holds his

position through Administrative competence.

299
Darters, op. cit., pp. 167-170.

IMPensch and Wilson, op. cit., pp. 238-239.

301
Steiner. Managerial, op. cit., pp. 312-313.

302
Howell, op. cit., pp. 43-44.

303
Folger, op. cit., p. 259.

3
°4LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 176.
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Dariere sew two phases of execntve planning. First, the

executive submits r legislative ppckrge, budget, or both for

review by some 'oody. The outcome of this body's review is

legislation afi-ecting the executive's future Actions. Secondly,

he is concerned with planning for decisions with direct imprct on

his organization. 305 Dykes too sees the chief executive s job ns

advising the board and initiating action. 306 Here rgain can be

seen the concept of the superintendent's two-fold job of

organization maintenance and improvement.

It is the superintendent's responsibility to constantly

assist the oonrd fn evaluating the effectiveness of the educational

enterprise and how well it is meeting the needs of the community.

It is also his job to anticipate end inform the board of needs

and inadequrcies.307 Since the superintendent only recommends,

he should never pose a problem without a planned solution.
308

It is the superintendent's duty to PSSCSEo the school system's

capacity to achieve goals set in any plan and within the limits

of time and money in the plan.309 Any plan that the superin-

tendent proposes to the board must then include proposed financial

arrangements and ought to include planning ror presentation that

will encourage the board's favorable reaction.
310

305
Dariere, op. cit., pp. 172-173.

306
Dykes, op. cit., p. 91.

307
Keith Goldhammer. The School Board (New York: Center for

Applied Research in Education, 1964), p. 54.

308
Ralph E. Clnbaugh. School Superintendent's Guide

(west Nyeci:, New York: Parker, 1966), p. 24.

309
Beeby, op. cit., p. 30.

310
Dariere, op. cit., pp. 172-173.
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How effectively the bonrd and the superintendent wor''

together largely determines how well the progrrm will be planned

And eyecuted.
311

The : uperintendent who lags in planning mr7

his board engaged in rdministretion. He should plan be-ore the

board becomes cognizant o: need.
312

If school board members

the information they receive from r tarpayers group, or

e7'ample, better than that which they receive from the superin-

tendent, they will use it.
313

Goldhcmmer found that most board

members considered themselves the pulse of the community.
314

The superintendent must plan rnd provide the board with the

results of this planning to ''eep the board properly informed.

LeBreton and He,..ning listed the following as sources of ideas

for the erecvtive in plrnning: formal control, systematic audit,

general evaluation, demonstration by the organization ( esignnt-

ions, e.g.), employee suggestions, outside initiative, evaluation

of suggestions, communications barriers, perpetual study, observe-

tion, and directors.
315

Planning is a function of top management, namely the superin-

tendent of schools, but he should never plan alone. He should seel-

all of the information he can get aroma advisors, consultants, strif,

end citizens. In order that he have time to properly handle his

plrnning responsibility, the superintendent should be provided with,

not only all possible information sources, but aids such es FFBS

311
H. Thomas James. Borriscunship: A Guide for the School

Board Member (Stanford: Stanford University Fress, 1961), p.

312
DV-es, op. cit., pp. 147-14E.

313
Dpriere, op. cit., p. 210.

314Goldhammer. The School Board, op. cit., p. 16.

315
LeBreton rnd Henning, op. cit., p. 80.
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end Assistants or day-to-day rdministretion. His pni other plan-

ning talents must be freed to plan.

The superinten.:ent es a planner should hove certain attributes,

not the least c: which is the ability to see ell sides of an

issue. He should also be eble to discover end encourage creativity.

His planning should anticipate potentinl problems and opportunities

for improvement of the school system tnd its educational rrogrems.

He should evaluate existing programs end plans rnd, after planning,

be able to present proposed legislation to the board. Not only

should he be capable of arguing his proposal before the board, he

should be able to utilize the arguments of his staff in ma'Ang

planning decisions.

Characteristics of the Planner

It would be nearly impossible to describe the traits P planner

should possess, but the literature is quite vocel on what a planner

does end, therefore, what characteristics in the planner will tend

toward better planning.

t.lthough all the other factors influence the choice of
alternatives, none is more important than the qualifications
of the planner. To consider nonroutine and nonobvious alterna-
tives requires considerable intelligence and imagination, and
in many cases, courage. The leader in the field, by defini-
tion, must be a pioneer. 316

A planner reflects his times.317 Planning is certainly not an

316
Killian, op. cit., p. 96.

317
Page, op. cit., p. 325.
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endeavor for tired or inept manegement.318 Planners enticipnte

change, 319 end they guide these changes into operetion.320

"Good planners are continuously asking the most searching,

radical and ridiculous questions. "321 Planners pre not dreemers,

but they have cultivated the art of judgment rnd the process of

making decisions in the present that have P favorable effect on

the future.
322

The planner, if he is not the chief executive,

acts es P technical advisor to the chief executive and as such is

a service person.
323

According to Werren, the planner:

Prepares forecasts of events 1C-ely to have impect on
the organization.

Analyzes results to identify potential trouble spots
and opportunities.

Collects date to serve as a basis for key decisions.

Formalizes end analyzes alternatives.

Translates proposed programs into budggtery terms and
prepares the necessary supportive data.3"

There is P strong element of political judgment involved in

planning as the choice between alternatives may be made politically.

Men of similar background will mal-e different choices because of

different tensions on them. "The weight of reesonable argument

is thrown against the weight of other demands, and the result may

very well be a compromise more or less attuned to the competing

318Branch, op. cit., p. 62.

319
0vsiew and Castetter, op. cit., p. 229.

320
Duh1, op. cit., p. 782.

321Churchman, op. cit., p. 164.

32 2Duhl, op. cit., pp. 787-73B.

323Dariere, op. cit., p. 208.

324Warren, op. cit., pp. 40-41.
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forces."
325

Planners may have to fight .ether then cooperate; mny

be loolred upon AS intruders, threats. 326

Warren found that in his first year as Director of Planning

the new men did little ectupl planning but instead organized the

mechanises of planning, selected the best subordinates he could

get, attempted to sell the importance of planning to all levels of

the organization, and developed An rpNoach to measurement rnd

appraisal.
327

Perhaps a quotation from Gabor will offer some insight into

the type of planner needed.

Fifty years ago Britain was very lucky in having two
outstanding people who ideally complemented eech other:

Sidney Webb and David Lloyd George. Sidney Webb had
imagination, ideas end hdgh ability in planning; but he
could not persuade anybody who was not of his own rare
mental type. Lloyd George had no ideas of his own; he
hated planning, but he WAS a past-mmater of persuasion.

326

Steiner found that university professors of planning and

corporate planners would agree that there is no single most

valuable experience or quality for a planner but included would

be creativity, maturity, clarity of thought, objectivity, ability

to communicate, and enthusiesm.
329

LeBreton end Henning listed the following as qualifications

of the planner:

high degree of intelligence
courage
leadership

325Beeby, op. cit., pp. 20-22.

326
Eide. "Organization of Educational Planning," op. cit.,

pp. 76-77.

327Warren, op. cit., pp. 80-81.

328Gabor, op. cit., pp. 213-214.

329
Steiner. Managerial, op. cit., p. 323.
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personnl fortitude
self-assurance
capacity for independent thinking
imagination
eYperience 330

Churchmrn, in addition to some of the above, listed as

specifications for the planner background in planning techniques,

intuition, and the ability to get Along with people but not so

well as to lose the ability to be forceful.331

Scott described the qualifications of staff planners es

follows:

/n ability to engrge in brond-gauged thin'ting about
the company rs a whole and its piece in the operational
environment.

An ability to Analyze complex data not only in quanti-
tative but also qualitative terms.

An ability to communicate effectively with other mem-
bers of the planning unit and with top management. Com-
munication in this sense means many things. It includes,
for instance, knowing what not to say. Planning must be
acceptableend staff planners should be able to judge, say,
how fa_ it crn carry self-criticism withogt injuring pride
or otherwise entegonizing top management.332

To this Killian added "a recognition of the difference between reel

and false hope, the knack of being both rigid and flexible, r feel

for balancing long-range needs against the pressures of the

moment."333

Henry used words such en analyzing, interpreting, educating,

end cajoling to describe the planner. He wrote that the planner

serves as a researcher, forecaster, developer, communicator of

330LeBreton end Henning, op. cit., p. 96.

331Churchnon, op. cit., p. 154.

332
Scott, op. cit., p. 184.

333
Killian, op. cit., pp. 84-85.
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instructions and ideas, catalyst, inter/rotor end reviewer of plans,

consultant, and monitor. 334

The personality of the planner is important is is his attitude

toward those who have to review his plans.
335

It is also desirable

that the planner have n sense of timing and good judgment.
336

Planners in specialized areas, curriculum 'or example, should

be experts in their field.
337

The professional standards for

planners are measured in terms of impect on others.
338

Lender-

ship is responsible not only Lor conceiving and refining plans

but also for linking them together to provide unity to the total

039
program.

No effective planning is possible in an atmosphere of worship

of the traditional. Planning is nn rttitude, a state of mind,

and it requires r progressive etmosphere.
340

Only an extremely

conservative or lucky planner will have results that always match

his piens.
341

No one man can carry ell of the planning load. It must be a

teem approach.
342

The planner must know when he needs help.
343

334Henry, op. cit., p. 43.

335LeBretor., op. cit., p. 40.

336Bruce Payne. "Steps in Long-II/Inge Planning," Low-Range
Planning for HanageTent, ed. D. W. Ewit.g (New York: Harper end
Brothers, 1964), p. 230.

337
Adam Curie. P:oblems of Professional Identity: An

Examination of Training for Human Resource Development and
Educational Plannin4 (New York: Education and World Affairs,
1960), p. 22.

338
Eide. "The Planning Process," op. cit., p. 91.

339
Cestetter and Burchell, op. cit., p. 20.

340Dowd, op. cit., p. 290.

341Warren, op. cit., p. 87.

342Payne. "Steps in Long-Range Planning," op. cit., pp. 221 -222,

343LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 100.
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Because of the nature of planning a planner should have certain

characteristics including vigor, enthusiasm, and e questioning

mind, political orientation, e sense of timing, creativity,

maturity, clarity of thought, ability to communicate, intelligence,

leadership, self-assurance, imagination, ability to get along with

people, and the ability to deal with abstractions and intangibles.

Experience in planning would also be useful but can only be

obtained by planning.344 Planning requires P team effort in a

progressive atmosphere.

THE PLAN

A plan is a highly ex,-licit, programmed set of activities

that operstionalizes a strategy or general approach to a situation.

There may be several plans to implement e particular strategy. 345

"A plan is a predetermined course of action."
346

Koontz end

O'Donnell maintained that guided 'rnowiedge is the l'ey to P

sound structure of plans,
347

end Savard described plans as the

result of interaction about what is wanted compared to what

exists.348 See Figure 1.

Henry found a trend toward more written plans and advocated

plans being written even though he also found a trend toward

simpler plans.
349

344Laurence D. Haskew. ImRlications for Education, eds.
E. L. Morpher and C. 0. Ryan (Denver: Designing Education for the
Future, Inc., 1967), r. 29.

34
5Caldwell, op. cit., p. 6.

346
LeBreton end Henning, op. cit., p. 7.

3117Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 223.

34a..
william G. Saverd. "A Dynamic General Planning Model for

the Hawaii Department of Education" Ocnolillu: Hawaii Department
of Education, 1967), p. 4. (Microfiche.)

349
Henry. Long- Range, op. cit., p, 146.
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pims
goals

objectives

What we want

the

situation

Interaction What we have

plans

Whet we will do

Figure 1. Plan Model
350

Koontz and O'Donnell listed the following es types of plans:

objectives, policies, procedures, rules, programs, budgets, and

strategies.
351

A plan is more than s mere list. It includes directions,

methods, order, and arrangement.
352

LeBreton contended that a plan

should cover the areas of objectives, recommendations, anticipated

results, time schedule, persons involved, and supporting evid-

ence.
353 Plans are usually classified as to their subject, scope,

354
or time. For example, there are budgetary plans, master plans,

end long-range plans.

350Ibid.

351Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., pp. 84-92.
352

Argenti, op. cit., p. 183.

353
LeBreton, op. cit., p. 42.

354
Scott, op. cit., pp. 29-30.
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A broad outline of the plan is necessary to help in obtaining

npprovel of the plan and to guide the nlanner.
355

This outliue

could be in table of contents or resume form. The master plan for

an entire organization must be divided into several subordinate

plans for the subdivisions of the orgnnizetic. The master- p)an

must be logizally coordinated, coherent, and communicable, and it

must be e proFile o the organization's activities for the period

covered by the nlen.
356

Every plan should include rationale or supporting evidence.

There should be demonstrated or explained the logic of the plan

or its fleribility.357

LeBreton and Henning n intained that every formal plan should

include statements covering the follok4ing areas, in pdditior to

those mentioned above: title of pl/n, person who authorized end

who approved the plan, persons who prepared it, pu..!:plse of plrn,

outline, resource requirements, and date.
358

LeBreton and Henning elso wrote that all plans have the follow-

ing dimensions: complexity, significance, comprehensiveness,

time, specificity, completeness, flexibflity, frequency, conf-

idential nature, formality, authorization, ease of implementation,

and ease of control.
353

These are the verious dimensions thet

would describe a plan--comple7', major, short-range, and ennuel.

355
LeBreton, op. cit., p. 32.

356
Killian, op. cit., p. 88.

357Basil Castpldi. Creative Planning of Educational
Facilities (Chicego: Rand McNelly, 1969), p. 65.

358
LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 10.

359
Ibid., p. 23.
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"Experience is the only thing that can finally determine the

true value of a plan
060

A plan can be too costly,
361

or it can be so general- -cover too long a period of time - -as to 'ce

of limited velue.
362

The longer the period of years covered by r

plan, the more gerwral, and therefore, the less accurate the plan

will be.
363

Figure 2 was developed to graphically portray this

concept. Plans of all types are usually revised annually in

sir.- to twelve-month process.
3
64 But this has nothing to do with

the length of time ::,vered by the plan,. As stated above, the

period covered by the plan is that considered long enough to be

valuable but not so long as to cause inaccuracy.

Koontz and O'Donnell described a number of planning principles.

Several of these have been covered, but in addition three more

should be cited here. The principle of flexibility states that

the greeter the flexibility of a plan the greater the need for

coordination And control, and the easier communication end per-

suasion become. 365 The principle of completeness states that the

more cotplete e plan is the greater its chance of success end the

easier it will be to implement, communicate, persuade, coordinate,

and control.
366

The principle of authorization ie that the more

official a plan is, the easier it will be to obtain cooperation

360Henri Fayol. "General Features of a Good Plan of Action,"
Long-Range Planning for Nenegement, ed. D. W. Ewing (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1964), p. 52.

361Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., p.

362 Branch, op. cit., p. 106.

363
Ibid.

3 64Steiner. Managerial, op. cit., p, 317.

365
Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 340.

366
Ibid.
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Short

Length of Time Projected

Long

Figure 2. Generality of Plans

....111

end coordination, and the easier it will make control and

implementation of the plan.
367

Caldwell described an approach to plan assessment that in-

cluded examining the plan for relevance, legality, congruence,

legitimacy, compatibility, balance, practicability, and cost/

effectiveness.
368

This seems to be a logical set of assessments

to make, and all plans must be evaluated as part of the planning

process. Castetter and Burchell advocated etch attendance unit

plan beip3 linked to a larger plan for the system.369 This would

367
Ibid., p: 341.

368Caldwell, op. cit., p. 10.

369Caatetter
and Burchell, op. cit., p. 20.
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definitely require evrluntion, prrticularly for brlrnce, con-

gruence, nnd competibility.

Whnt Crstetter and Burchell ndvocrted was demonstrrted by

Scott when he wrote of business firms forming hierrrchy of plans

with erch layer getting more specific and narrower rs the lower

levels nre opproached.
370

Figure 3 wns developed for this study

to grephierily portr -y this concept.

Mrster flap for the OrAnnizatior

Subdivisional Plnns

(_) (-) (-) (") (-1(-)(-)(`)(-)(-)
M. ft ODO.

Figure 3. Hierarchy of Plans

370
Scott, op. cit., p. 23.
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Waring end Demarest wrote that a crisis is no reason for

abandoning a plan, nor should a plan get lost in internecine

warfare caused by a crisis.
371

A plan by definition must be

usable, implementable. 372 It should be more use in a crisis.

Caldwell wrote that a plan is ready for implementation when one

who was- not in on its development could more than likely carry it

out.
373

If. a plan is to be the valuable result of planning, it should

demonstrate a proposed future course of action. It should be

written. A plan should contain certain paits, most of which one

would on the basis of logic, place in a plan \anyway. A plan can

be described by what it is for--time, purpose,. scope. Although

it is difficult to evaluate p plan before it is used, r good plan

will have a certain degree of completeness and flexibility, and

it will be specific enough to be accurate and useful. Finally,

e plan should be impleme-ntable.

THE PLANNING ENVIRONMENT

Killian listed "a. favorable environment" as a basid requirement

of plenning.374 Koontz and O'Donnell contended that good planning

must consider the nature of the future in which preaent planning

decisions and actions are to operate.
175

Linking alternatives,

goals, and objectives involves trying to understand the environment.

371M. E.-Waring, and P. W. Demarest. Follow-Through-.-
Necessity in Planning," Long - ':tinge Planning for Management, ed.
-D. W.-Ewing (New York: Harpet and Brothers, 1964),pp.'282-283.

372
Hayward Beresford. "The Implemented EduCational Plan,"

Educational Planninz, ed. Don Adam (Syracuse: Syracuse Universi.ty
Press, 1964), p. 98.

373Caldwell, op, cit. p. 8.

374Killian, op. cit., p.

375Koontz and O'Donnell, op-. Cit., - 79.
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Although the environment frequently cannot be controlled by the

planner, it, et least partially, determines how the elternetives

in planning are related to goals and objectives.
376

Argyris

stressed the importance of the environment's influence on the

organization.
3 7 7

"Planning will have to be tailored to the image and character-

istics of the organization and situation in which it is carried

out."
378

Dariere emphasized the importance of considering the

relevance of federal and state government influence on education

in the local district's planning.
379

Ovsiew and Castetter listed

several environmental considerations for local planning. Among

these were, nature and size of the future school iopulation and

community -growth patterns. 380

Payne felt that "to put long-range plenning in high gear on

.top of unsolved current'problems is obviously foolish."
381

Clearly, it would not be adVisable to compound problems in en

organization by trying something new such as planning. Planning

should be preventative, not prescriptive. However, Miles claimed

that planned change projects can strengthen the health of an

educational organization if "direct attention is paid con -

currently to, the state of the organiiation.'
382

376Churchman, op. cit., p. 170.

377Chris Argyris. Integrating_ the Individual and the

Orpanization (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1964Y, pp. 15-19.

. 378Ackoff, op. cit., P. 2.

379Darier, op. cit., p. 175.

380Ovsiew and Cestetter, op. cit., pp. 222-223.

881Bruce Payne. "Steps in Long-Range Planning," op. cit.,
p. 232.

82m thew Miles. "Planned Change:and Organilational
Health,".Chenge Process in the Public Schools,.eds. R. O. Carlson
et' al. (Eugene,' Oregon Center for the Advanced Study of
Educational Administration, 1965), p. 32.
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Planning cannot exist in nn atmosphere o7 defeatism ehouz

the possibilities altering the future.
333

Plenning :equines

nn atmosphere or enthusiasm and optimism ebout the future rnd the

planner's chnr.ces of ftvornbly effecting it.

It must be remembercd thAt planning in a school system is

not occurring in n vrcuum. "To change a subsystem or any pert of

r subsystem relevant aspects of the environment must Also be

changed."384 Flt'nning for charge must include plrnning for the

surrounding environment.

Howsrm listed the folloving A5 planning pitfalls:

1. Planning c)/- a world that no longer exists.

2. Assuming that a problem is the same as one en-
countered in the pest, only bigger.

3. Believing that the solution to r problem merely
is r larger lose of remedies previously
utilized.385

Plenning tikes piece in an enviroLment which must constantly

be considered by the planner. The environment should be en-

hanced for planning and by pltnntng. Planning is individual to

the particular orgenization and its environment. The planner

should be 'Me to distinguish between those factors of the

environment that his plan can effect end those that it cannot.

The organisation probably ought to be in reasonably sound

condition before plenning is undertaken. Planning is not a cure

for unfavorrble conditions.

363Branch, op. cit., pp. 61-62.

3 84K. D. Bennis, and *y Birnbaum. "Principles of Changing,
The Planning of Cheat, eds. W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, end n. Chin
(2nd ed; New York: Holt, Rinehart end Winston, 1969), p. 330.

385Robert B. Howsem. "Problems, Procedures, and Priorities,"
DesigningEducetion for the Future No.L.A., eds. E. L. Morphet
and D, L. ,Teaser (New Yor: Citation Press. 1968), pp. 83-86.
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THE PL,',14NING PROCESS

It cannot .e overemphasized that with few eceptions
the purpose of long -range pinnaing is not nearly so much
having n plan rs developing processes, attitudes, and
perspectives which mae planning possible. Ir the iderl,
these attitudes and perspectives will rid in the creation
of processes which provide p bnsis for mm'eing continuous
rerpprrisels acld decisions reflecting the demands o:= n
changing world. Developing formal, comprehensive long-
renge plans is merely A means to an end. The "plan"
itself is to be obsolete r week after it is
developed. The process which crested the plan, if
carefully conceived, nurtured, end controlled, is
not. It is instead the bnsis for sensing needs and

adjustments continuously. The plan itself is
merely n complete and hopefully common point of
deprrture reflecting best guesses about the future
which can be used by all nrens of the business es p
bnsis for rapidly and economically responding to
change Developing the plan ideally should crerte
both the mechanisms rnd motivations necessary for
doing effective planning.386

Planning is comprehensive, and while n plan is itself static,

pinnning is A dyncmic process important in end for itself. 387

Plpnners must develop n sensitivity to nrocess Among the people

engnged in the pinnning pctivities.
303

Griffiths defined n process ns "a cycle of events in which

A consistent quality or direction cpn be discerned."389 The

cyclic Aspect of this definition is importent es the planning

process is decidedly and necessarily cyclic. The direction idea

is further epinined by Ae:off who contended that the planning

process is directed toward producing one or core future states

which are desl-ed end which pre not es petted to occur unless some

planning pction is tnken.
390

386WarreL, op. cit., p. 25.

387
Branch, op. cit., pp. 38-39.

388Duh1, op. cit., pp. 784-785.

389
Daniel E. Griffiths. Administrative Theory (New Vor':

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1959), p. 92.

390
Ackoff, op. cit., p. 3.
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"Surprisingly, there are few studies extant on the plannin7.

process.
091

Steiner, however, felt that the many common elements

in planning processes of various authors "suggest that there may

be a universally applicable detailed order in planning. It has

act been revealed sad put into practice as of now."
392

LeBreton

contended that although there is no well defined theory of plann.i.:7,

there is a substantial body of Pnowledge about the veriou3 sub-

parts of the process or planning.393

Whet follows is en effort to organize the various subparts

of the planning process as described by several authors: A

number of writers offered processes in their woe<s. Among them

Koontz and O'Donnell,
394

Churchmen,
395

Besse,
396

Nyquist,
397

Hayward, 398
Boland,

399
UNESCO,

400
Payne and Yennedy,

401
and the

National Industrial Conference Board.
402

391Daniel Bell. "Twelve Models of P.ediction--A Preliminary
Sorting of Approaches in the Social Science," The Plenning_of
Change, eds. W. G. Bennis, K. D. Benne, and R. Chin (New YorV:
Holt, Rinehart, end Winston, 1969), p. 550.

392Stiner, op. cit., p. 319.

393LeBreton, op. cit., p. 21.

394
Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., pp. 94-98.

395
Churchmen, op. cit., p. 147.

396
Ralph M. Besse. "Company Planning Must Be Planned,"

Dun's review, LXIX (April, 1957). 47.

397
Edward B. Nyquist. "State Organization and Responsibilities

for Education," Designing Education for the Future No. 5, eds.
E. L. Morphet and D. L. Jesser (New Yoe-- Citation Press, 1968),
p. 168.

398
Heyward, op. -zit., pp. 82-83.

399
Boland, op. cit., p. 303.

413°UNESCO, Elements of Educ4tional Planning (Paris: 'INESCO,

1963), p. 16.

401Bruce Payne, and H. Kennedy. "Mating Long-Range Planning
Work," Management Review, XLVII (February, 1958), 5-7.

402National /ndu:nrial Conference Board. Organization
Planning, (New York: The Board, 1962), pp. 21-24.
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Eidell and Nagle have developed a : model of the planning

process that seems comprehensive enou3h to describe the majority

of the above processes
403

(see Figure 4). At the heart of this

model is m series of steps very similar to Savnrd's model in

Figure 1.

As most of these processes were composed of similar steps the

two most comprehensive end typicrl were selected for use here.

Scott listed five steps in his process:

1. Establishing objectives.
2. Establishing planning assumptions.
3. Seeking the facts regnrding possible courses

of rction.
4. Ev9lunting alternatives.
5. Selecting a course or courses of action.

LeBreton and Henning listed fourteen steps in the planning process:

1. Becoming aware of A possible need for formulating
a plan.

2. Formulating P precise statement of the objective
of the plan to be prepared.

3. Preparing A broad outline of the proposal.

4. Obtaining approval of the proposal.

5. Organizing planning staff and assigning
responsibility.

6. Determining the specific outline of the plan.

7. Establishing contact with ell cooperating units.

403

404

Eidell and Nagle, op. cit., p. 12.

Scott, op. cit., p. 22.
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8. Obtnining necessary data.

9. Evnluatin3 data.

10. Formulating tentative conclusions .mad preparing
tentative plans.

11. Testing components of tentative plsns.

12. Preparing final plan.

13. Testing the plan.

14. Obtaining approval of the p1sn.
405

These two processes have been used as n point of departure

for developing r nine-step process that appears to combine not

only the best and most logical steps of Scott s and LeBreton and

Henning's processes, but the best and uost logical points from

other processes es well as irformstion from the literature and

previous subchapters of this study.

1. P eRlannina

Preplanning is renlly a step prior to planning, but several

writers described the need for a step that precedes planning any

plans for the process itself. Steiner wrote that plsnring re-

quires plrnning,
406

end Anderson clamed that the "planning

operation itself should Le the first activity planned.407

Ovsiew and Castetter listed several ways that planning in

education is initiated; among them: annual report of the chief

administrator, school surveys, reports of accrediting agencies,

insights, reports of criticism, and resenrch.
408

405LeBreton tnd Henning, op. cit., p, 14.

406
Steiner. Lintgerill, op. cit., p. 319.

407
C. Arnole Anderson. Some Heretical Views of Educational

Pl./Inning," Comparative Education Review (October, 1969), 266.

408
Ovsiew and Castetter, op. cit., p. 106.
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NcLure wrote that the "rrocess of planning includes criteria

Or choosing the elements to be planned and for decidag the

depth of treatment."
409

Hartley advocated classifying educnt;ms1

problems by major areas, such as sociology or economics, and t'-,en

gathering information for studying them.
410

This classifying of

problem areas would be part of preplanning. Besse stated that

planning requires P ClinAte which must be created .411 This too

is preplanning.

Koontz and O'Donnell listed the following as rules for

establishing e climate for planning:

1. Planning must not be left to chance.
2. It must stnrt at the top.
3. It must be organized.
4. Planning must be definite.
5. Goals, premises, and policies must be

communicated.
6. Long-range planning must be integrated with

shirt- range.

7. Planning must include awareness and acceptance
of chnnge.412

Wolfson described n creed of five canons for futures-casting

at the Educational Policy Research Center in Syracuse. It is

necessary to:

Develop alternatives; multiple forecasts.

Consider catastrophes PS well as utopias.

Consider social as well rs technological changes.

Envision ordinary human beings in the future to be
constructed.

Remember that society .7.9 a system whose most explosive
and touchy units are humn.4L3

409
William P. Haure. "Planning Adjustments in the Education

System," Educational Planniqg in the United States, eds. Stanley
Elam and G. I. Swanson (Itasca, Illinois: F. E. Peacock Publishers,
1969), p. 146.

410Hartley, op. cit., pp. 50-52.

411Besse, loc. cit.

412Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., pp. 218-221.

4131ohert J. Wolfson. "The Evolution of Our View of Futures-
casting, Notes on trie Future of Education, I (November-December, 1969)
0.
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In planning for planninp in any social change area, the state

of cultural readiness must be pssessed.
414

Preplanning plso en-

tails preparing a broad outline of the proposed plan. An organ-

ization can learn from older end similar organizations and from

itself as problems that beset nn organizetiori tent/ to repeat them-

SE 'S
415

rlanning should be developed to exploit strengths

rather then to mitigate weenesses. 416

2. hstoblishing Goals and Objectives

One of the first steps in any planning process is the

establishing of goals and objectives. "Objectives are established

within the framework of the planning process nnd normally evolve

from tentative and vague ideas to more specific declerations of

purpose."417 "In planning all e'risting incentives (even those

that are implicit) should be identified and evrlueted to mace sure

they inducc; behavior that is consistent with corporate objectives

and goals.H418 Employee and organization goals should be made

congruent. Any lack of congruency as to goals of the organization

and goals of the individual becomes worse the further down the

organization chart sae goes. The organization is a subsociety

that greatly affects the eims and desires of the individual.419

These points must be kept in mind when planning for goals and

objectives.

414 Bennis end Schein, op. cit., p. 356.

415
leBreton and Henning, op. cit., pp. 98-99.

416Scott, op. cit., p. 80.

417
Scott, op. cit., p. 94.

418
Ackoff, op. cit., p. 108.

419
Argyris, op. cit., pp. 33-t1.
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Goal setting should be nalticipr,tory. Goals rnd objectives

must he communicrted to ell in the orgnnizrtion. Particirrtory

setting of the gorls n,-.d objectives rid in communication oC

ixoff suggested formulating objectives ly describing

several possible objectives in scenario form, thereby rllowLig the

goal rnd objective setters to see in more descriptive 'orm whit

a particuln! choice would result in and also mring the selectio:

of goals rnd objectives easier rui hettev.
420

Goals must be clear, specific, and rs mensurrble rs

possible. Where possible they should be Lehpviorly stated.
421

LeBreton found that uniess specific tire requirements nre stated,

planning activities may be ,_innecessprily lelryed or postponed.
422

Time, then, should be Part of planning gorls rnd objectives.

3. Est,blishico Assumptions rnd Premises- _
In this stage of the process "givens," priorities, environ-

mental facts tabulated And taken into Account. As Koontz

end O'Donnell "t fundamental requi,-ement of coordinated

planning is that it be uadertral!en Against rn esteblished and

accepted background of consistent planning premises which the

planner understands And agrees to use.'
,423

Scott meintrined that

planning assumptions usually emerge during the planning procP:ss,

that few are set prom the start.
424

Be this as it may, planning

should be based on some premises that should be set, agreed upon,

rnd recognized throughout the process.

420
Ac17off, op. cit., pp. 25-26.

421Cli.fford F. S. Bebell. "The EJucAtion Nogrem: Fort One,"
Designing Education for the Future. No. 5, eds. E. L. Morphet end
D. L. Jesser (New York: Citation P-ess, 1968), p. 6.

422LeBreton, op. cit., p. 106.

423Koontz end O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 123.

424Scott, op. cit., p. 104.
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In devclopin3 long-term planning premises, two inds oT

factors must ":e considered. SoLe premises must be stated
concerning situations or conditions over which the school
Administrator typically has little or no control. These
include enrollments, revenues, pinn emprsencies, community
growth patterns, economic ievelopment, And the like. There
rre on the other hand, elements which pie eantroll-ble,
some to n greater e'tent than others. These include
district orgenizetion, personal services and materials,
the instructional program, teacher-pupil ratio, quality
of the school plant, and maintenance Fri oper -tion
progr ,ms.425

Premises end assumptions may be based on the goels and olject-

ives, or they city be based on the environment. An example of the

latter is Duhi's planning premise that rs planning involves humans

it is inaccurate. 426 Forecasts of future conditions are not

themselves plans, 'but they form the background for planning,

become premises and assumptions to be built upon.
42;

4. aganizing `or

One of the first steps in planning should be setting up

communicetions.
428

Communications link the parts of e system into

r unitary whole.
429

Planning uses e circular flow of communication:

from management down and bac': up Again. This pPttern provides

for feedback mid regular adjustment.
430

Barriers to communication

in planning include distance, status, resumption of communication,

channel, semantics, inadequate media, actions, rod over-

communiceting,
431

4250vsiew end Castetter, op. cit., p. 222.

426
Duh1, op. cit., p. 782.

4278ranch, np. cit., p. 111.

428Le8reton and Henning, op. cit., p. 283.

429
Feyer:Asen, op. cit., pp. 45-46.

430
Brpnch, op. cit., p. 102.

431
Le8reton and Henning, op. cit., pp. 266-272.
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If planning is done above the level at which it is to be

carried out, steps must be taken to motivate the lower levels es

they will be carrying out someone else's plan.
432 This is not

only P reason for establishing coiimunications contact with all

levels of an organization, but reason for participatory plan-

ning. All components of a system must interact.

Organizational planning must precede individual planning.
433

Planning, particularly goal-setting,'for the entire organization

must be organized and accomplished before that et lower levels.

Planning organization includes establishing the planning

staff and assigning ,responsibilities. Provisions must be made

for planning ?snow-hOw.
434 Planning resources are mustered 0 this

`phase.: The superintendent and other planning talents are freed

to. plan. Professional contacts and competencies are maximized.

As stressed above, planning should be participatory, and in

the organization stage arrangements ere made for Planning Councils

cir ad hoc committees or whatever device is to be used to involve

in planning those affected by the plans. LeBreton found that when

a planning group is allowed flexibility in choosing its members,

it can select talent not already provided.
435

Participation

leads to knowledge about and loyalty to plans. 436 The person

most against.an idea or plan,-if on the planning unit,.will help

-----41tbid.,

433Castetter and Burchell, op. cit.,.p..

434Besse,
loc. cit.

435
LeBreton, op. cit.,p. 106.

436Koont^ and O'Donnell, op. cit.', p. 201.

.............11
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arrange alternative ideas or plans, end will therefore 'id in

offering a wider selection from which to choose.
437

The planning

unit should not be composed of people el `of the same persuasion

on any issue.

As pointed out above by citations to Knezevich and Ways,

planning should involve the systematic use, of technology, a

systems approach. Digenizetional arrangements should be made in

this fourth phase of the process. A systems approach requires

creativity and the use of models end\simulations. Planning also

requires organization for flexibility,. flexibility which may

include deliberate postponement in tome cases, but et any rate

flexibility which requires organization.
438

Flexibility requires

a surplus of resources.
43

9 These resources in educational

planning may be only time or, personnel.

5. Obtaining Data

The more and better information plat can be gathered by and

for the planning process, the more accurate the plan and the

fewer surprises in-the future. Gathering data in planning means

arranging a number of selective alternatives.
440

Data should be

research based, not hunch or intuition based. Specific information

must be gained through specific activities, designed in Step 4

to locate just that information. Necessary information for plan-

ning does not just appear, It must be soug h t: 41 'A systematic

approach to planning relies heavily on factual data.
...

)

437Daiere, op. cit., Pp. 208-209.

Ctt., p. 141..

439Branch, op.

410Koontz and:O'Donnell, Op'. cit.-, . 814,

441Dariere, p.`193.
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In e study o;', among other things, how plannin!: -ormation wos

obtained by educators, the Far West 7:egionel Laboratory found thrt

most information was informally ohtrined from colleagues who

were mostly from within the district.
442

Records end pest

experience are of greet value in gaining plenning drt.
443

Consultrtion with eperts, even if they ere lnymen i education,

is enother source of information. A liternture review is enother

source.
444

Computer technology, too, can be useful; not only for

organizing end selecting among date, tut for data storrge.
445

6. Evaluating DAtA

Information evaluation mit'(.e,1 use of models And simul,tions

of the systems approach. As a matter of fact, Churchmen wrote

that one type of simulation is the counterplan. A counterplan

is a ressoneble but opposing plan besd on the same information

PS the primary or first choice plan. This counterplan °Vets

enother view, an alternative, based on n different interpretation

And may be correct if the primary view is faulty.
446 In this

same vein Helmer suggested that several plausible scenarios may

be written to help elucidate the points of contention or data to

be evaluated. The potertial answcrs can be subjected to debatable

review and ultimate decision.
447

442 Far West Laboratory, op. cit., p. 49.

44 3._-Lellreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 101.

444D
. E. Clines. "Planning and Effecting Needed Changes in

Individual Schools," Designing_Education for the Future. No. 3,
eds. E. L. Horphet end C. 0. Ryan (New York: Citation Press,
1968), p. 163.

445r 4rchman, op. cit., p. 171.

446
Ibid., pp\. 173-174.

447
Helmer, op. cit. ,p. 25.
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It is not easy to drew P line between selection of

alternatives And the evaluation of same. is alternatives are

studied end some are eliminated, others may pppepr.
448

Marginal

analysis, the search for the point, dollar, time, or whatever,

where additional cost equals edditional return, may be useful

in evaluating data.
449

Data lead to alternatives. Planning includes selection among

these alternatives by evFlupting the dote rnd, es stated above,

evaluating and selecting pre not easily distinguishable processes.

Therefore, some of these evaluation suggestions mny seem more

appropriately pieced in the selection step, but they pre placed

there because they are selection of alternatives, among data, not

selection or formulrtion of a plrn. For example, Yoentz and

O'Donnell discussed the Principle of the Limiting Factor ps

method of choosing between or among alternatives. This principle

states that "the more pn individual can recognize and solve for

those fec' rs that Pre limiting or critical to the attainment of

a desired goel, the more effectively and efficiently he can select

the most favorable alternative.
H450

This is a method of evaluating

data. Alternative data must be selected among on the basis of

retching the planning goalr,, The assigning of value to date en0

to alternatives is easier if the organization has policy on the

subject to act as t guice.
451

448LeBreton end Henning, op. cit., p. 97.

449
Koontk and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 157.

450
Ibid., p. 153.

451_
LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 101.
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One alternative frequently ignored in planning, for obvious

reasons, is. that of maintaining the status quo. .A planner in

evaluating data may decide to do nothing.
452

Although this

seldom is or should be a step toward planning's goals and

objectives, it may be the best interpretation of the data in

some rare cases.

Sachs encouraged asking questions end discussion,, "diagnostic

wisdom," to get at the heart of the problem.
453

Golde wrote that

questioning may be merely talking with contemporaries about

innovations.
454

At any rate, asking questions ebout the date

available is probably :a good method of evaluating them.

The data gathered in Step 5shouldjielp* solve the continuous

problem of education.versus money. Educational and economic

criteria in planning. are not always, or even. often, the same.
455

In evaluating data theplanner must use both. criteria. The

school district's financial picture should not be the only

criterion in evaluating data,in planning.

7. Selectin a Course of Courseg-ot Action

This is the phase of planning where the plan itself is made.

The data have been evaluated and are now ready to be organiZed

into a'pla.n of action. One of the concerns of planning shodld be

the identification, elimination,_ end explanation for the elimina-

tion, of alternatives that ere,not defensible.456 When the data

have been evaluated, some will be elimianted from use in thy; plan

452LeBreton, op cit., p. 36.

453Sachs, op. 204-209.

44Golde, Op. p. 161.

455C. Arnold Anderson. . "Educationaljqanning in .thee. Context
of Social Policy," Phi Delta Kapnan XVII:(DeceMber-, 1965), 130.--

456E. L. MOrphet and IL L..Tesaer (eds:0, Designing ducation
for the Future, No 5 (New ,York:
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becruse they cannot be defended. This i5 w1.1,t planing is all

about. Unworthy alternatives should be rejected and their :eject-

ion explained as pert of the final plen.

In this step decision-making is carried on, more than in the

c.:her steps. "Decision- ni'ing- -the actual selection from among

Alternatives of a course of action - -is the core of pinnning.457

Griffith's steps ft decision- making should listed here as they

are not only useful in the rlrnning process, they are similar ro it.

1. Recognize, define, rnd limit the problem.

2. Analyze nnd evaluate the problem.

3. Estrblish criteria or standards by which the
solution will be evaluated or liclged as acceptable

end adequate to the need.

4. Collect dote.

5. Formulete end select the preferred sotion or
solutions. Test them in advance.

6. Put into effect the preferreJ solutiona) program,
b) control, c) evaluate.458

Decision - making is r phase of planning that entnils steps similer

to those in the problem solving process. AcLuelly, decisiJn-

milking should occur in several of the planning steps.

Three bases for selection among alternatives ere experience,

e7TerimentatJon, end research and analysis.
459

These woulJ Apply

at Any stage of the planning process Lut are most apropos in

selecting date for the plen.

457
Kapntz end

458
Griffiths.

459
Koontz and

,1,:riewww.
O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 152.

Administrative Theory, op. cit., p. 94.

O'Donnell, op. cit., pp. 159-163.
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8. Control

Control includes not only testing of the plan but correction

of devincionq I:ram goals. It implic Feedbecl-
.460 Control and

evaluation is necessary in planning or pry other type of decision-

=king process.
461

The first step in control is setting

standerds.
462

This however, ks occomplished in planning by

hiving goals rrd objectives set earlier in the process,

The purpot:e of a test is to determine the Adequacy of the

choices ir. planning.
463

It should be kept in mind though, thPt

"inventive solutions promising high probability of success are

better then t7 status quo that is patently inndequate.
u464

Plans should be ess,Issed for relevance, legality, congruence,

legitimacy, compatibility, belence, prPcticebility, end cost/

effectiveness.
465

To these tests LeBreton would add accuracy,

completeness, ease of underetending, and persuasiveness.
466

Argenti advocated checking plans by comparing with other plans

end looking for absuIditils end other glaring inconsistencies.
467

460
Ibid., p. 637.

461 Ackoff,'op. cit., p. 112.

462
Castetter and Burchell, op. cit., p. 66.

463LeBreton, op. cit., p. 41.

4 64H. S. Bhole. "The Need for Planned Chenge in Education,"
Theory into Practice. V (February, 1966), 10.

465
Caldwell, op. cit., p. 10.

666
LeBreton, op. cit., p. 60.

467
Argenti, op. cit., p. 112.
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Means of testing snd evnlunting plans include logic, reasoning,

reference to theory, models, end field tests.
40

Branch added

records, rd hoc auJ npprAisel by higher eyeci 'e. 459

Computers Also nay become a means for testing plans but the problem

rennins cne of quality of input to the computer. A computer test

470
is only as good as the inornation :elated to the computes.

Self-apprrisnl must include errni7ntion of executive values,

predispositions, prejudices, and preoccupstions.
471

The testing

part of control must also use the best information possible and

must chec n11 aspects of the plan including the planners.

The criterion for the efficacy of educational planning is its

impact on policy.
472

Good planning will show up ns frvorpble

charges in top level policy. E :perience with the plan will lead

to learning about it, and learning from success axed Frilure.
473

The coatrol step must Insure tart planning is continuous, the

organization should never be witnout n plan. 474 However, though

the process is continuous, the organization should be operating

474,
only unier one plan at a time.

---4a----
LeBreton and Henning, op. cit pp. 149-150.

469
Branch, op. cit., pp. 222-223.

470Churchman, op. cit., p. 173.

471
Scott, op. cit., p. 80.

1'72Eide. "Organizing for Elucbtional Planning," op. cit.,
pp. 79-80.

473
LeBreton end Henning, op. cit., p. 99.

474
Henri Fayol. Industrial and General Aiministration,

tuns J. A. Coubrouall (Croydon, England: H. 11. Gurbb, Lts.,
1930), p. 35.

475
Ibid.
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'The control process is most rred to as A circular

flow: planning, orgrnization, delegation, feedback through

corrective rction. is one such cycle is completed, the ne-t is

under way."
476

Control is relit ' to planning in that control

relays information about changes in assumptions to the planner,

but the planner must also be observrnt enough to see the vplue of

and need for this feedbaer.
477

Control is more thin Plans being

carried out. It includes evaluation of and subsequent chenges in

478
pirns.

The more thrt plrns commit for the future, the more important

control becomes, the more evez:ts and epectations should !-e

checked and plans redrawn to iaaintair, the desired course.
479

Flexibility and hedging are costly and must be evaluated to insure

that their cost is not too high.
480

The planner cannot be committed to en unchanging plan. As

new information becomes available, his view of the future must be

altered. Planning and its control can then be viewed es a method

of correcting administrative biases.
481

Planning must be dyc.amic.
482

'..ong and short range plans must be integrated by control.
463

As A matter of fact, long-range planning cen resist in the short

run es, sometimes quite serendipitously, day to day operational

fects of value ere uncovered.
4
84

476
Killian, op. cit., p. 108.

477
Eide. 'The Planning Process,. op. cit., p. 81.

478
Churchman, op. cit., p. 45.

479
Koontz end O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 105.

480
Ibid.

481
Eide. "The Planning Process, op. cit., p. 85.

482Koontz and O'Donnell, op. cit., p. 158.

483Ibid., p. 102.

484Bruce Payne. Planning for Co an Growth (New York:
McGraw -Hill Book Company, I , pp. to. .
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Control sees that planning is consistent but not to the

point of reducing innovetion.
485

Man cannot produce in n state

of constant readjustment end human tolerance limits the frequency

of plan adjustment. 486 Planning includes readjustment in the

control phase, but it also requires some periods of stability

487
insured by control.

Control is a phase of planning that insures - plan based on

previous progress. In the case of the planning process described

here, the control step insures that the plan has taken the fore-

going data, assumptions, premises, goals, end objectives into

account. Control also insures that nny plan allows for continual

change in the foregoing information. The control step is a con-

stant and continuous attempt to improve plA update the plan as it

is being developed.

9. Approval and Implementation

Plenners do not usually make policy. Consequently, their

plans must be approved by the policy makers.

The planner furthers the acceptance of his plan and
cooperation in developing them to the extent that he can
carry out the following procedures: make clear the reasons
for change, make clear the new behavior that is necessary,
provide incentive for the new behavior and dis:ouregement
of the former, give :etreining help, adequate time for
transition, demonstrgte sympathetic understanding of the
problems of change.4"

4111:t. Arnold Andersc,n, And Mary Jnne Berman. "Some TheoreOcal
Considerations in Educational:Planning," Educational Planning, ed.
Don Adams (Syracuse: Syracusc Unive7sity, 1964), p. 44.

486
Branch, op. cit., pp. 103-104.

487
Ibid., p. 104.

488
LeZreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 303.
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Churchmen wrote of entiplannersskeptics, ptagmatists, old

experienced types who do not plan or believe in planning. These

people must be considered part of the system end accounted for,

as planning, es any other system, must face its opposition.
489

If a plan meets with too much acceptance, it probably is only a

report on the recent pest because some people con imagine only

what they have seen.
490

A plan that meets wii.n no criticism is

more than likely not much of a plan.

Brickell found thrt in most communities the board of education

is not much of en innovating force, but its influence can be

decisive when exerted. Accordingly, the planner must not prouse

the board's active opposition to a plan.
491

Brickell's findings

about parents WS similar. The planning unit should not arouse

parental concern or opposition while trying to solicit their

enthusiasm.
492

Morphet, Johns and Keller claimed that differences

of opinion regarding educational progrrms grow out of different

beliefs, values, or frames of reference.
493

Ways advocated "an emphasis on information, prediction, and

persuasion rather then on coercive or authoritarian power, as the

main agent of coordinating the separate elements" of planning.
494

Persuasion leads to acceptance of a plan, but education leads to

understanding of it.
495

489Churchman, op. cit., p. 226.

490Drucker. Mnaging for Results, op. cit., p. 182.

491 Brichell. Organizing New York State for Educational
Change, op. cit., n. 21.

4921bid.,
20.

493E. L. Morphet, R, L. Johns, and T. L. Reller. Educational
Organization and Administration (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1967), p. 364.

494Ways, op. cit., p. 95.

495Churchman, op. cit., p. 158.
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Implementation o= plans is eid-.1d by help, particularly

realistic demonstration, for teachers. Implementation still in-

cludes plan revisi,.
.496

LeBreton listed at implementation process

similar in form to the planning process but following it.
497

Bell felt that part of planning, besides setting goals and

achieving them, is specification of costs and benefits and the

explanation of the consequences of the verious parts to those for

whom the planners plan.
498

THE CURRICULUM PLANNING PROCESS

In this subchapter the planning process previously developed

will be used to describe the state of the literature with respect

to curriculum in particular. It may be assumed that unfootnoted

statements, caveats, or steps ere documnted above. It should also

be noted that in the literature of curriculum, caveats, directives,

and recommendations are particularly common and are here from

the literature, not this writer.

496
Branch, op. cit., p. 51.

497
LeBreton, op. cit., p. 13.

498
Bell, op. cit., p. 550.
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J.. Preplanning;

Preplanning is where the need for curriculum planning is

realized and first arrangements are made. Here planning for

curriculum planning is done.

Curriculum change usually stems from assumed excesses
or inadequacies in what e7ists. A period of change pro-
duces its own shortcomings and creates the need for
another. In relatively stable times, change is likely
to be evolutionary and modest in character and to come
from within; that is, school people affect it under the
direction of their own professional leaders. But in
periods of unusual political or economic stress,
curriculum change in the schools is likely to be more
countercyclic in relation to the past, to occur rapidly,
and to be led by persons not identified with earlier
curricular change or for that matter, with the schools- -
in effect, to be somewhat revolutionary in character.
The curriculum change now under way in the United Stetes,
which has been intense for a decade with some aspects
dating beck to about 1951, has been merked by both
evolutionary end revolutionary characteristics."

"Curriculum is the sum total of the school's efforts to

influence learning, whether in the classroom, on the playground,

or out of school."
500

Curriculum i8 a system and as such requires

systems approach.
501

The curriculum planning climate must be

established in the preplanning stage.

499
National Education Association. National Planning in

Curriculum and Instruction: Eight Essays (Washington, D.C.:
NEA, 1967), p. 5.

p. 5.

500

501

Saylor and Alexander. Curriculum Planning, op. cit.,

Feyereisen, Fiorino, end Nowak, op. cit., p. 131.
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"The problem is to create a formal planning process which

is an effective influence on instructional practices."
502 Brner

wrote that a sensible first step in curriculum development is

assembling information as a curriculum planning guide.
503

As

there are conflicting views about curriculum planning, each

school must decide the curriculum planning process that_ is right

for it.
504

No master curriculum plan will serve all schools.
505

Future-planning the curriculum is inherently a process for

encouraging change to occur and allows the educator to control and

influence forthcoming developments. The curriculum planning

process bring alternatives into focus, and it makes authoritarian

direction become subordinate to authoritative leadership, under

participatory curriculum planning.
506

2. EstablishingGoals and Objectives

Curriculum plans are essentially attempts at determining ends

for learning and means to these ends.507 The first task in

curriculum design is stating objectives for the whole system and

then for each subsystem.

502Arlene Payne. The Study of Curriculum Plans (Washington,
D.C.: National Education Association, 1969), p. 4.

503Jerome Bruner. Toward a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: The Belknap Press, 1966), p. 164.

504
Arlene Payne, op. cit., p. 7.

505
J. G. Saylor, and W. M. Alexander. Curriculum Planning

for Modern Schools (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966),

p. 4.

506
H. G. Shane, end J. G. Shane, op. cit., p. 374.

507
National Education Association. Planning and Organizing

for Teaching (Washington: NEA, 1963), p. 25.
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At lower hierarchial levels there will understandably be more

specific objectives.
508

Curriculum goal setting should be

participatory. It should involve laymen as well es curriculum

experts and professional educators.

Learning is most effective if it can satisfy a
personally defined goal. To esteblish goals which
cannot be realistically satisfied within the environ-
ment of the community in which the student lives in-
dicates that the school functions in a vacuum. Failure
to meet the needs of a community present end future,
further serves to discourage learning because the
student finds in his community no place to apply that
which he has learned and soon the goals of the school

.5cJ

program have no real meaning.

Educational planning has tended to be geared to achieve

educational rather than developmental goals.
510

Once e goal is

set, planning is not complete. Curriculum goals should not ignore

the child for the sake of speed end oiderliness in-goal setting.

Curriculum planning should be geared coward an open system which

concerns itself with learning and facilitating learning, not

teaching.
511

Curriculum planning goals should be clear, specific,

and as measurable as possible.

508
Feyereisen, Fiorino, end Nowak, op. cit., pp. 145-146.

509
D, S. Rosenbaum, end C. F. Toepferl Curricullp Planning

and Schoolliolosz, (Buffalo: Hertillon Press, 1966), p. 10.

510
Adam Curie. Problems of Professional Identity: An

Examination of Training..for Human Resource Development and
Educational Planning. (New York: Education and World Affairs,
1968), p. 21.

511
Howsam, op. cit., p. 98.
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3. Establishing Planning Assumptions and Premis,s

Curriculum planning should be based on certain assumptions

about the future of education in the particular school and premises

about curriculum, children, teachers, and learning. Parker and

McGuire listed several factors which are to be kept in mind when

planning the curriculum. They include the learner and learning,

human activities, human processes, the subject matter, end

environmental factors.
512

These same authors offer several other

concepts for decision-making in this area of planning: some

things are more important than others, some things are more

complex and difficult than others, individuals differ, the past

is gone and the present is here and the 'suture is to some etent

predictable. The whole is greater than the sum of its ports.

These are assumptions and premises necessarily remembered in

curriculum planning.

It is difficult to generalize about curriculum planning

premises for education in general, but some of the following

would probably be considered premises in almost any school system.

The total community educates.
514

The school does not control the

necessary variables for'developing the whole child.
515

The schools

are educational. gap fillers that take over where the home, or church,

513

512
J. Cecil Parker, end R. A. McGuire. "The Education Program:

Part Two," Designing Education for the Future No. 5, eds. E. L.
Morphet and D. L. Jesser (New York: Citation Press, 1968), pp. 64-65.

513
Ibi. d. , pp. 60-64.

514
Goldhemmer. "Local Provisions for Education: The

Organization and Operation of School Systems and Schools,"
op. cit., p. 74.

515
John D. McNeil. Curriculum Administration: Principles

and Techniques of Curriculum Development (New York: Macmillan,
1965), p. 44.
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or factories fail in some phase of education.
516

"Knowing in c

process, not a product.
,517

Because of developments such es

cybernetics and computers, students can no longer learn all that

they need for life in one twelve-year shot.
518

Educational p/an-

ners need to forget about trying to force education into X number

of years.
519

Planning is crucial in providing any degree of

smoothness in combinations of individual end large group in-

520
struction used in today's schools. Changes in education affect

planning for the curriculum and these effects are the premises

and assumptions upon which planning must be based.

4. Organizing for Planning

Curriculum planning in the past has been primarily a
series of segmented operations based upon the subject
matter fields to be taught. Little or no attention has
been given to the totality--to what the student's day,
week, month or year is Me in school--or to meaningful
relationships '.between the several segmented parts.
Planning for the future will require the acceleration
of acceptance of this dimension as 19 determining one if
effectiveness is to be increased.52L

Planning from the top down end within the structures of
the disciplines has tended to slight the developmntal
processes of learners--their interests, the irregularity
of their growth, and their individual differences.
Further, it is fair to say that the new curriculum
movement virtually ignored the fact that thousands
of teachers who were to be involved hed been through
a postwar decade of intensive child study. Many students
of education say that considerations pertaining to
students, on the one hand, and to subject matter, on the
other, should be brought together.522

51 m6-Lhomas F. Green. "Schools and Communities: A Look Forward,"
Harvard Education Review, XXXIX (Spring, 1969), 228.

517
Bruner, op. cit., p. 12.

518
Michael, op. cit., pp. 42-43.

5191ra 3. Winn. "Educational Planning and 'The System':
Myth and Reality," Comparative Education Review (October, 1969),
349.

520National Education Association. Planning, op. cit., p. 85.

521Parker and McGuire, op. cit., p. 60.

522National Education Association. Rational, op. cit., pp.
21-22.
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Curriculum planning requires organization, use of knowledge

alreadygained, and should be more future-oriented. Text bool7s

and references are tools, not curriculum guides
523

Curriculum

planning requires creative thinking.
524

Tabs felt that more

classroom experimentation was needed in this ores and that exper-

imentation should be the first step in curriculum development,

not the last.
525

Ovsiew held that curriculum planning should be centralized

within the district administration with consultation from

without.
526

Saylor and Alexander would involve parents in

curriculum planning.
527

Bruner advocated joint cooperation by

subject matter experts, teachers, and psychologists.
528

The NEA

advocated involving subject matter specialists but also university

professors to the e7tent of advising through such vehicles PS

workshops, not as permanent planning committee members.
529

The Shones desired a process of curriculum planning, or as

they celled it, future-planning the curriculum that is based on

interaction of experts. They called this process "Organized

530
Projected Hypothesis for Innovations in Curriculum" (ORPHIC).

523Saylor and Alexander, 1954, op. cit., p. 89.

524Saylor and Alexander, 1966, op. cit., p. 80.

525Tabs, op. cit., p. 457.

526Leon Ovsiew. "Administering the Local Curriculum Development
Function," The Subject Curriculum: Grades K-12, ed. Morton Alpren
(Columbus, Ohio: Charles Merrill, 1967), p. 469.

527
SPylor and Alexander, 1966, op. cit., pp. 15-16.

528Bruner, op. cit., p. 70.

529
National Education Association. Rational, op. cit., p. 29.

530
Shane, op. cit., pp. 375-376.
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Harry Hartley called or o district planning council to coordinate

end develop curricular ectivities.
531

Feyereisen, Fiorino, end

Now wrote, 'A curriculum council is a representative or composite

group that is responsible for the planning of general policies for

the curriculum of all the schools of the system."
532

The council,

in effect, fills the role of master planning committee on curricular

mrtters and advises the superintendent.
533

Ribble wrote that teacher involvement in curriculum innovrtion

534
is the key to the effectiveness of the innovations. However,

Ovsiew contended that curriculum development is an administrative

function in which teachers help end mry affect curriculum decisions

before they are mode.
535

Curriculum planning should not be left

to the teachers entirely. This some idea applies to parents and

other laymen.

Communication should be stressed here. Good communication is

necessary to link the curriculum subsystem and other subsystems,

as well as the education system itself, together.

5. Obtaining Date

A study by the Far West Laboratory found that not only was

curriculum planning information considered important by the

educators studied, but it was considered moderately difficult to

obtain.
536

Goodled contended there is little curriculum theory.
537

5::11 Hertley, op. cit., p, 201.

532Feyerisen, Fiorino, and Nowak, op. cit., p. 280.

533Ibid., p. 292.

534Robert B. Riddle. "The Effect of Planned Change on the
Classroom," Theory into P:ectice, V (February, 1966), 45.

535
Ovsiew. "Administering," op. cit., pp. 466-467.

536
Far West', op.-cit., p. 104.

537John I. Goodlad. "Curriculum: State of the Field,"
Review of Educational Resealh, XXXIX (June, 1969), 373.
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Winn wrote that educational planners need to spend more time

learning ebout learning end then use this information in plan-

ning.
538

McLure, too, advocated gaining more deta about human

beings, their behavior, and development, and the increasing amount

9
of professional expertise available.

53

The NEA warned against substituting on P piecemeal basis.

This is not curriculum planning.
540

Curriculum planning information

should be research oriented and should be systematically sought.

6. Evaluating Data

Data should be tested under conditions or models as similar

to the actual school concerned as possible. The data should be

questioned and colleagues should be consulted. Anderson and

Bowman stressed the importance of considering the data from the

student's or his family's viewpoint in evaluation.
541

The composition of the school curriculum must reflect
focus in the school's milieu, since there is no intrinsic,
"natural" structure of the pedogogic task. If outside

groups abstain from proposing courses of study, the arid
encrusted "classical" school master will continue his or

Azher tyranny.

Trends in curriculum development "should be modified in the

light of new evidence end of defensible beliefs which have wide-

spread acceptance, vs a basis for determining what the educational

program . . . ought to be.-
"543

The data should be evaluated in

terms of its innovativeness, its comprehensiveness, its eclectioness,

538Ira J. Winn. "Educational Planning and The System': Myth
and Reality," Comparative Education Review (October, 1969), 343-350.

539
McLure, op. cit., p. 115.

540
National/Education Association. Planning, op. cit., p. 17.

541Anderson end Bowman, op. cit., p. 40.

542Anderson. "Educational Planning," op. cit., p. 181.

543B
ebe11, op. cit., p. 20.
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and, of course, its cost.

7. Selecting a Course or Courses of Action

A new curriculum plan should be made instead of new ideas

affil'ed to the cid curriculum. The curriculum plan should be

organized into a district-wide plan with subplans for the various

subsystems. In selecting the final plan some alternatives are

going to be rejected. The reasoning behind these rejections should

be communicated, as should the defense or the alternatives

selected.

8. Control

What is to be taught should be evaluated in terms of whether

or not it contributes to larger, overall purposes or objectives.
544

As a curriculum plan is built, it should be evaluated, tested.
545

In evaluating a curriculum, Saylor and Alexander wrote that a good

curriculum plan should: improve educational opportunity, be com-

546
prehensive, continuous, and cooperative.

Curriculum planning should be consistent and should allow for

stability. Control in this srep involves feedback end re-planning.

It insures that planning remains a process and not a single pct.

9. tend

A curriculum document is s communication tool. It is r report

of the decisions and suggestions of n planning unit.
547

As such it

must be approved by the board of education, end as such it will have

544
McNeil, op. cit., p. 47.

545
Brunei, cp. cit., p. 70.

546saylor and Alexander, 1954, op. cit., pp. 63-68.

547
Arlene Payne, op. cit., p. 6.
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its critics if it is of any value. Curriculum innovations and

plans for innovations must be diffused and implemented.
548 Teachers

must be educated to them and sold on them.

THE PLANT PLANNING PROCESS

In this subchapter the planning process developed above will

be used to describe the state of the literature with respect to

school plant planning in particular. It may be assumed that

unfootnoted statements, caveats, or steps are documented above.

School plant planning may be divided into planning for future

building needs and planning of individual buildings.
549

Emphasis

here is upon the former. The steps in planning of a particular

building ere well described in texts such as CEFP's Guide for

Planning Educational Facilities or Clabaugh's School Superintendent's

Guide. Therefore, little attention will be given here to the plan-

ning of a building e:cept as it fits into the overall plant

planning process.

1. Preplanning

Planning is required to initiate the long-range plant planning

process. The process steps for a particular district must be

planned. For example, how far in advance should the distrit plan

for its facilities? "Anticipatton is the key to adequate acd

economical capital improvement, for only systematic planning is

effective."
550

548saylor and Alexander, 1966, op. cit., p. 424.

549Donald J. Leu. Planning Educational Facilities (New York:
Center for Applied Research in Education, 1965), p. 8.

550Ovsiew and Castetter, op. cit., p. 155.
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The climate for planning for future needs must be established.

This probably is not es difficult in facility planning PS in other

areas such as curriculum planning.

"A school survey is the sine gi.Le non of educational planning.

No district can plan intelligently for its future without first

making n survey oE its school system."
51

Initiating the survey

is pert of preplanning; its results are data. Most existing

facilities do not lend themselves to emerging educational programs

or new developments in the curriculum.
552

Howell found that the

administrators studied failed to plan for curriculum innovations

in building planning.553 Preplanning should include some sort of

outline of directions that the curriculum plan will Cabe as a

guide for further plant planning.

2. Establishing Goals and Objectives

A statement of the educational program, or et least the out-

line mentioned immediately above, should be an initial step in

goal setting.
554

These are the goals and objectives to be reached

aided by the plants. Neither long-range programs nor individual

building specifications can be developed until goals for education

in the district are established.

At least pert of any educational goal is the curriculum so it

must be planned first. As school buildings can impose evere

restrictions on the future educational program, it is imperative

551Castaldi, op. cit., p. 18.

552
Leu, op. cit., pp. 96-97.

553
Howell, op. cit., p. 147.

554
Leu, op. cit., pp. 136-137.
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that the planner "clearly invision the complete educational task

to be accomplished before he makes :y attempt to devise a long-

555
range building program." The objective of plant planning for

the unforeseeable hes been accomplished if the planners can answer

the question, "How can this seemingly fant:astic innovation be

accomplished in this building in the event that citizens fifty

556
years hence desire it?"

The congruence o2 individual and organizational goals is

problem that concerns plant planning. The people who will work in

the facilities to be planned must be consulted and considered.

3. Establishing Planning Assumptions and Premises

Plant planning should not be confused with curriculum develop-

ment which is a base for plant planning.
557

The primary purpose

of the building is to house the educational program.
558

Therefore,

the curriculum is a premise or a series of premises.

Projected need is a premise. If the planners, after careful

projection of growth figures, see a pupil population of 10,000

in 1975, this is a premise front which to plan.

The Council of Educational Facility Planners saw the following

community factors as needing analysis in plant planning: political

boundaries; land usage; housing conditions, values, and density

patterns; highway and street networks; population; and socio-

ecomonic patterns.
559

These would become premises, as would

555Castaldi, op. cit., p. 57.

556
Ibid., pp. 172-173.

557
Leu, op. cit., pp. 28-29.

558
Ibid., p. 42.

559
Council of Educational Facility Planners, Guide for Planning

Educational Facilities (Columbus, Ohio: The Council, 1969), p. 25.
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frequency of necessary building--once per generation in rural

areas, yearly in suburban settings.
560

Another assumption would

be Theodores' idea that buildings built in 1968 will be used in

2008.
561

He also added that plant planning is a complex process

requiring attention being paid political, social, fiscal, snd

technical/professional components.
562

A final premise might be

that the planners should be concerned with learning, not just

innovative buildings.
563

4. Organizing for Planning

The literature is very clear on the need for a school district

building survey es a planning method. This survey should be

ad hoc, representative, authorized by the board, and assigned

according to competence.
564

The team for the educational facilities survey may in-
clude local citizens, school staff members, specialized
personnel from universities or state education departments,
private agencies, or any combination of these. The choice
depends on how complex the problem is and the availability
of cepable personnel with sufficient time to objectively
gather, analyze, and rilate required deta.565

560
James L. Theodores. Crisis in Plennin& (Columbus, Ohio:

Council of Educational Facility Planners, 1968), p. 20.

5'51
Ibid., p. 13.

562
Ibid., p. 5.

563
Castaldi, op. cit., p. 16.

564
Ibid., pp. 30-31.

565
Council of Educationel Facility Planners, op. cit.,

p. 25.
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"The team epproach to the planning process has many advantages,

but its effectiveness is limited to the competence of the partici-

pants."
566

Clabaugh believed that planning functional school

rigs required staff involvement.
567

AASA advocated participa-

tion of the community end students in planning.
568

Experience has shown that the changing understanding and
aspirations of people who are involved or acquainted with
the workings of the school plant study hove more fez
reaching implications for school improvement than the
mere publication of e printed survey report.569

AASA held that es soon as possible after deciding to build

n new plant, the principal-elect should be appointed.
570

Castaldi advocated creativity in the plant planning process.
571

Building planning success is "contingent upon s proper fusion of

vision and imagination with attention to details."
572

"With respect to site selection . . . most city, county,

regional, and state planning bodies have a legitimate interest in

schoolhouse planning."
573

Not only do these bodies have en

interest in planning at the district level, but they sre resources

for the planners in the districts.

566
Ibid., p. 18.

567
Clabaugh, op. cit., p. 184.

568American Association of School Administrators. Planning
America's School Buildings (Washington, D.C.: The ASsocietion, 1960),
p. 102.

569Leu, op. cit., p. 8.

570
American Association of School Administrators, op. cit.,

p. 101.

571
Casteldi, op. cit., pp. 89 -103.

572
Clabaugh, op. cit., p. 191.

573
Theodores, op. cit., p. 5.
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Planning, particularly participatory planning, requires

communications and a systematic, organized approach to developing

the plan for buildings of the future.

5. atLiatlz_. Data

Information should be gathered from the earlier steps in the

process as well as the survey. It must be remembered that the

plan will be based on the goals and objectives and the assumptions

and premises established earlier in planning.

Plant information was considered slightly less important and

slightly less difficult to obtain than curriculum information in

the cited study by the Far West Laboratory. For example, 81 per-

cent of those interviewed thought an understanding of new

directions in which educction is moving was highly important and

69 percent found this information very or moderately difff.cult to

obtain.
574

Facts based on planning end research require "an appraisal of

whet we ere doing now, a forecast of whet should be done, and an

interpretation of these findings in terms of plant."
575

The

school survey offers an effective process or systematically

assembling data.
576

Planners must plan for all factors of internal facility

environment es well es external.
577

This data may be gathered

from a myriad of sources including the local staff, architects,

574Far West Laboratory, op. cit., p. 110.

575
Cocking, loc. cit.

576
Castaldi, op. cit., p. 20.

577

113.

Council of Educational Facility Planners, op. cit., p.
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contractors, commercial representatives, the literaturr, consult-

ants, engineers, city planners, the Department of Education, the

U. S. Office of Education, and CEFP.
573

6. Evaluating Data

School facility surveys rid in analyzing the gathered date.
7" 4

Flexibility is A valid consideration in planning school buildings,

but it should not be the only consideration.
580

A district cannot

rfford to get locked into r building plan, but too much

is costly. Cost limits the extent to which planners can plan for

the unforeseerble.
581

The architect should not be forced to let

cost get ahead of the educational program in prioiity, :nor should

the superintendent "play architect" in order to try to save money

or appear innovrtive.
582

Data should be scrutinized in terms of

whet is 'mown or with what can be seen in other, similar districts.

The dates should be fact-centered.

7. Selecting n Course or Courses of Actior.

In this stage the plant plan :f.s assembled. Selections -re

made among alternatives. The direction the planning unit will

recommend that the district take, in terms of facilities, is now

developed. The recommended plan should include justification for

the selection.

578
I id., pp. 18-22.

579
Costaldi, loc. cit.

580Clnbaugh, op. cit., p. 178.

581
Cstrldi, op. cit., p. 173.

582
Theodores, op. cit., n. 20.
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The plan is to predetermine what a building should
accomplish in a given environment, end then to array
space, form, end texture in relation to site and within
the limitations of resources in ways designed to
accomplish these objectives.83

Educators must tell the architect *:hat is to happen in the

buildings.
584

The survey is to determine long - range needs in

terms of whet now e:ists end what is desired. It is evolved into

the final plan that is to be recommended to the board as the

direction the district's fpcilitier should tape in light of Pll

that is 14.nown.

8. Control

It cannot be overemphasized that, regardless of the type of

planning process, Control is p step that is not Teeny between

Step 7 Pnd Step 9, but should be continuously active throughout

the process. Castpldi listed a series of principles for

evplunting long-range plant plans. They included mostly on-going

controls and evaluations such as avoiding "tact, on" planning,

planning for maximum tnd minimum pupil populations, flexibility

in planning, and planning based on fret.
585

Changes should te made in the plans when shown necessary by

evaluation. This requires feedback communication and open-minded

planners. As P matter of fact, Cesteldi advocated J Concept of

gradualism whereby building planning is gradual enough to progress

from what exists to what is desired without ante&onizing those

536
who are not ready for the proposed change es fast PS the planners.

583Ibid., p. 16.

584cestaldi, op. cit., p. 14.

585
Ibid., pp. 53-57.

586
Ibid., p. 17.
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Castaldi alsc, advocated a Concept of Reversibility which

stated that plant plans must provide for revision in cases where

P new educational practice proves ineffective or inappropriate.
587

The planner cnnnot become married to P plan, ani ignorant of the

need for adjusting it. Plant planning is P more stable, less

easily changed form of planning. t district cannot change its

plant plans es easily and as rapidly as some of its other

subplans.

9. Approval and Implementation

The long-renge facility plan must be argued before the board

of education end approved before it becomes operable. This means

that it must ultimately be translated into dollar requirements.

The dollar requirements of the plan will arouse critics, and

planning to anticipate them will not only be welcome but

necessary.

Once approved, the plan should be implementsted. This

means more than merely putting up buildings when the time comes.

Effort must be made to sell the plan to the implementers, part-

icularly teachers. A study of Leu showed that changes imposed

on teachers from outside tended to disappear rapidly. Innovations

that lasted were those preceded by inservice programs for the

teachers end by elaborate public relations worlc.
589

The control

phase is particularly important during the implementation of n

588

plan as complex, expensive, and long -range as a facilities plan.

587
Ibid.

588
Ovsiew and Cnstettar, op. cit., p. 155.

589
Leu, op. cit., p. 99.
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THE PERSONNEL PLANNING PROCESS

In this subchapter the planning process developed above will

be used to describe the state of the literature with respect to

personnel planning in particular. It may be assumed that unfoot-

noted statements, caveats, or steps are previously documented.

Michael advocated planning for the changed future end educat-

590
ing people to plan for it and live in it. Personnel planning

does these things. As the desired future is planned the necessary

people are planned for, obtained, and trained.

1. Preplanning

The process of human resource planning, including education,

591
has been slow but is now recognized as a definite need.

The deteilA,d manpower-planning approach to educational
planning starts off with the prcpcilition that manpower
production is the most important function of en education
system, that it is more prudent to estimate future men -
power requirements systematically than to guess rt them,
end that forecasts of manpower needs (howeve defective)
can be accurate enough to be useful guides.5-2

Personnel planning may well be the most important subsystem

of the educational planning system because nothing is more

important to the educational process than the teacher.

Educational administrators must develop personnel policies

and practices that will free educational personnel to mal-e

appropriate responses to societal change.
593

This is preplanning:

590Michael, op. cit., pp. 66-68.

591Curie, op. cit., p. 14.

592Claude W. Fawcett. Implications for Education, eds.
E. L. Morphet and C. O. Ryan (Denver, Colorado: Designing
Education for the Future, 1967), p. 201.

593
Anderson and Bowman, op. cit., p. 27.
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deciding what is to be planned, setting planning-oriented policies,

planning for goal setting, reieting the need .Eor planning,

establishing a planning climate.

2. Establishing Goals and Objectives

The central concern must, however, be the procurement
And continuous improvement of personnel who are competent
to perform their roles and who ere provided with the
resources and the opportunities to do so.594

Personnel planning is a responsibility of the planning function

rather than the personnel function because it is up to the planners

to see that employee objectives and organizational objectives are

compatible. 595
Fawcett cited Selznick, Argyris, rnd McGregor PS

leaders in the personnel theory field who agree that the'- is A

need for establishing goals (:or the organization end for cooperat-

ion of the staff toward these goals, es well rs toward individual

goals.
596

Staff planning should be "dynamic and fle,ible, providing

maximum opportunity for each employee to satisfy his own hopes,

desires, And ambitions by identifying with the goals of the

organization."
597

The personnel planning function is concerned

with present and future organization goals, plans of action to

598
attain said goals, end policies to guide and implement said plans.

594
Goldhammer. "Local Provisions," op. cit., p. 130.

595Acboff, op. cit., pp. 81-32.

596
Fawcett, op. cit., p. 202.

597
Ibid., p. 213.

598
Castetter, op. cit., p. 26.
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3. Establishing Planning 1ssum2tions and remises

This step is concerned with whet assumptions are to be rade

about the future and what grounds are set by the organization rnd

its environment for further planning. Crstetter wrote:

In order to establish personnel needs it is necessary
that certain assumptions or estimates be mode concerning
enrollment trends, acceptable staffing standards, replace-
ment rites, staffing costs, end future staff utilization.

c.9

Fnctors that affect personnel administration and therefore

become premises in personnel planning include: metropolitenizntion

and reorganization, Assumption of greater leadership by the state

and federal governments, population transiency, technological

change, transportation speed, proiessionalization in all school

occupations, end research.
600

Other nssumptions about the future or possible premises

rffecting the particular district might include education becoming

more complex and teaching becoming mote specielized;
601

a district

602
should have personnel policies is writing: personnel planning

should Attempt to minimize cost of personnel insteri of their

number;
603

long-range personnel plans should include all personnel

instead of just professionrls; 6 4°4 staff organization should

adapt to increased size without increasing the red tape;
605

or,

protect against personnel errors by having personnel who ere cora-

petent in several areas or rre capable of becoming so rnd can then

be utilized elsewhere.
606

5991bid., p. 174.

60 °Fawcett, op. cit., p. 196.

601_
mcLure, op. cit., op. 122-123.

602
Ovsiew and Castetter, op. cit., p. 134.

603Ackoff, op. cit., 1'. 70.

6 °4Castetter, op. cit., pp. 174, 176.

605Fawcett, op. cit., p. 213.
606Acloffs op. cit., p. 79.
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4. OrEE.nizinp for Plpnninp

The planning process requires "consistent conceptual emphasis"

which is probably why more personnel planning is not done though

it is needed.
C07

Considerable planning is necessary to set up,

608
use, nnd evaluate n good personnel appraisal program.

Eperimentation, rather than reliance upon history, is needed

personnel planning is to progress beyond its present inadequate

methods.
609

Emphasis today is on what used to be called inservice educat-

ion but is now called, more appropriately, continuous preparation

of teachers.
610

This, plus .ecruiting, hiring, and placing

teachers requires planning that must be organized as to emphasis,

cost, rtiJ facilities.

Houston found thrt strong teachers place above everything

else the freedom to plan and eYperiment.
611

This refers primarily

to their own classrooms but should not be interpreted to mean

that participatory planning et the district level is not desired

by teachers. Classroom teachers could well advise on future plan-

ning needs. "The local school staff through its system of reports

612
and tests is always studying education in the local setting."

Personnel planning lends itself well to systems approaches.

The computer is particularly useful for data storage and projection.

607Castetter, op. cit., pp. 44-45.

608Ibid., pp. 202-203.

609
Ackoff, op. cit., pp. 72-73.

610Hawlrew, op. cit., p. 48.

611
Houston, op cit., p. 147.

612
Miller, op. cit., p. 239.
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5. Obtaining Delta

More research is needed in the personnel area, research whose

data would probably lead to dollprs saved.
613

Schools should try

to uncover more data not only on the number of future personnel

needed, but the quality end qualifications.
614

The assignment of

teachers, pupils, and classrooms should be plonned based on 1-now-

ledge of these three variables.
615

The essential ingredients in detailed personnel plans pre

the specifications of personnel requirements, specifications of

the personnel that will be available, and the reconciliation of

the two sets of specificrtions.
616

All date should be system-

atically gathered iron: r11 sources rvailoble to the planners.

6. Evaluating Data

Personnel planners should perform research toward matching

employees to the orgenizetion.
617

Questions to be answered include

those about the type of employee to be hired end whether present

employees ere srtisfied. "Planners should be concerned with both

the fit of people to the organization end the fit of the

organization to its people."
618

All data are evaluated in terms of Steps 2 end 3. In the

light of these steps it must be determined if the data pre valid,

correct. Alternatives must be available should the proposed view

of the future prove inaccurate.

613Ackoff, op. cit., pp. 73, 78.

614Heisk-w,e op. cit., p. 32.

615
Notional Education Association. Planning, op. cit., p. 91.

616
bnderson and Bowmen, op. cit., p. 20.

617Ackoff,
op. cit., p. 84.

618Ibid., p. 82.

1
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7. Selecting a Course of Courses of Action

Here personnel plans are assembled, selected, or chosen among.

Castetter wrote that design, development, end maintenance of plans

for improving the competency of new instructional personnel were .7

personnel planning function.
619

Plans for the induction of new

personnel into the system too is e function. But plans ere also

necessary for the need for new personnel, their qualifications,

and when they will be needed. Based on what is 1nown ',bout the

future and what is desired from it the planners select a plan or

plans that seem to fit their interpretation of the future.

8. Control

Personnel planning should be meshed with other district plan-

ning efforts.
620

As was demonstrated, curriculum planning precedes

plant planning, and it elso precedes personnel planning. But plant

rnd personnel planning must be considered together.

The plan or plans selected in Step 7 are systematicelly

tested to ascertain validity, use to the organization, and their

chances of gaining board approval. It must constantly be 1,ept at

the fore in any type of planning that control is an on-going step

that prevedes all stages through observation and communication.

Frequently plans have to be altered due to change in goals or

the environment.

619

620

Castetter, op. cit., p. 269.

Ibid., p. 174.
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9. Approval and Implementation

The board of education has to be convinced of the soundness,

particularly financial soundness, of the personnel plans. They

can then be implemented by the district with the planners con-

tinuing to maintain control procedures that notify them of needed

plan changes.

Personnel plans, 111'e those in curriculum end plant, cost

money and will have critics. The planners must convince the board

that a psychologist is necessary, or that teachers' salaries must /

go up, or that class sizes must come down. This is why argument-

ation is part of the planning process.

LeBreton and Henning warn that motivation will seldom come

about if the subordinate is told that the top levels have done

the planning, and ell he has to do is carry them out.
621

Implementation will be very difficult if the implementor is only

that and has had no say in the planning. It would be difficult,

for el'ample, to tell the personnel office to hire X number of

teachers if they had no say in determining the number end qualifica-

tions of these teachers.

621

LeBreton and Henning, op. cit., p. 180.
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SUMMARY

This chapter described the literature in the field of planning.

Due to the length of the chapter a rather lengthy summary is

necessary, and this subchapter is an effort to summarize the review.

The statements, caveats, proposals, directions and suggestions

below are taken from the literature and as such pre put forth by

writers in the planning field and are not necessarily recommenda-

tions by this writer.

1. For the purpose of representing the literature end of

serving this study, the following composite definition of educat-

ional planning was reached. Educational planning is en attempt to

foresee a desired and improved future for education, or some phase

of it, through a continuous, rational, and systematic process of

advanced decision-making and commitment of resources. Alternatives

are arranged and selected in setting goals and policy in order

that the best knowledge of the environment available be used in

assuring that the future that is desired comes about.

2. Reasons for educational planning include the following:

Planning:

e. is an effort to negate the difficulty in foreseeing

the future.

b. provides some measure of performance.

c. is an attempt to discover and take the right risks.

d. forces higher level thinking, less preoccupation

with day-to-day operations.

e. is basci on facts and research, not hunches and luck.
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f. is preventative of difficulty and crisig,

anticipates needs end problems.

g. will be at least partially correct.

h. even if faulty, is a point of departure for more

planning or replanning.

i. generally yields a return in excess of the time

spent.

j. may be viewed as one way of relating education

to other sectors of society.

k. aims schools in the competition for money and

other limited resources.

1. affords the schools opportunity to see and hear

their communities.

m. helps overcome the obsolescence of old methods.

n. is creative, innovative, and positive.

o. helps accommodate education's rapid growth.

p. should help crystallize administrative thinking.

q. helps communications.

r. frequently locates blind spots or other potential

trouble ereas that otherwise go unnoticed.

s. frequently precipitates unexpected benefits by

virtue of its existence.

t. ellows a district to capitalize on its strengths.

u. offers direction.

v. is a source of ideas for the district.

w. broadens an administrator's span of control and

increases his potential as en administrative

leader.
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3. Reasons for opposition to planning include the following:

Planning:.

a. is riot easily nor rapidly established as P

function.

b. is en intellectual process and causes some people

difficulty in dealing with its abstrect or less

tangible aspects.

c. provides a measure of performance.

d. may connote control or worse to some people.

e. may appear dehumanizing.

f. is difficult to do accurately.

g. is too progressive for conservrtive, change -

resistant, inflexible schools.

h. is for a future which cannot be seen with any greet

degree of accuracy.

i. value is hard to assess.

4. It is obvious that the future of education, this country,

and the world will be different from what presently exists. It

is equally obvious that people in the present cannot, with any

degree of accuracy, foresee the future. Therefore, the tasks set

before the planner are to determine whet is desired from the

future and then to use the best knowledge available to attain

this desired future.

5. Planning, almost without exception, is for change.

Planned change is an orderly approach to foreseen and assured

improvement in a system through the use of the best knowledge,

tools, and people available.
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6. Coals are defined ns ultimate, long -range targets or

aims toward which systems strive. Objectives ere similar but more

numerous and of shorter range. Goals and objectives form s basis

for planning. They should be unlerstandeble, communicable,

measurable, realistic, end written. The school's local community

and society as a whole dictate, to n great extent, advice in goal-

setting. Educational goals and objectives are achieved through

the school(. and they become premises for planning in these schools.

7. Much is mode in the literature of taking a more systematic

approach to planning; of malting more use of technology. Planning

does lend itself well to systems analysis, end various writers

demnnd more fact-oriented planning. A systems approach to planning

would include an orderly identification and arranging of the

components of the planning whole so that planning would be easier

and more useful. Planning would be viewed ns n whole subsystem

within the education system.

A systems approach increased planning rationality, views the

whole as greater than the sum of its parts, focuses on facts,

involves simulations of one type or another, end stresses creativity.

A systems approach to educational planning stre&ses, also, the

output of plens based on facts, goals, end premises es inputs.

These inputs themselves being the outputs of other subsystems of

the planning subsystem. A systems approach to educational planning

would doubtless use the technology of computers and the simulation

of models, charts, scenarios, and pseudoexperimentetion.

8. Planning requires organization. The literature is rether

specific in describing some phases of this organization end less
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than specific in describing other phases. The organization

required for planning must be determined by each district. There

is no universal approach although some commonalities can be seen.

The planning unit may be a task force of one or more persons set

up on an ad hoc basis, or it may be a permanent part of the system.

Regardless of the permanence of the planner or the planning unit,

the people involved must be free to plan, and planning should be

centralized in the district office.

Planning may be centralized, in small districts, in the

superintendent. However, even a small district requires planning

at levels other than the top. The rule appears to be that plan-

ning at lower levels of the district should be commensurate with

authority and should be confined to plans necessarily made at

those levels. Final authority for planning lies with the board

through the superintendent.

The planning unit should be interdisciplinary and should

maximize professional contacts as well as professional competence.

The literature appears nearly unanimous in a stand for partici-

patory planning involving professionals and loymen. But again,

all planners should plan only to the extent of their competence

and their sphere of responsibility. Therefore, for example,

parent's involvement in district level planning may be limited to

advising as to his opinion. Planning should be representative;

representing teachers, non-professional staff members, or any

group whose opinion is valued or who will be affected by the

planning.

The literature is ambivalent on the subject of who implements

planning. But it would seem that, in education, for the most

part, planning and implementation will be separate. Regardless of
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the degree of staff participation in planning, few teachers will

plan, but most will implement.

9. The superintendent of schools is the chief planner.

While maintaining the stability of the system, he must plan for

improvement, for change. Several writers advocate freeing the

superintendent end other planning talents to plan. The superin-

tendent should be the di'strict's main source of support and

enthusiasm for planning, but most chief executives admit to having

insufficient time to plan..

Some administrators may feel that the new administrative

procedures such es participatory planning threaten their position.

Actually planning broadens the administrator's spin of control,

and his competence in planning and using the results of planning,

even participatory planning, actually increaso his potential as

an administrative leader.

Planning should aid the superintendent in anticipating needs

and problems, arriving at potential solutions, andquiking

recommendStiOns to the board of education. All of these are

aspects of his job. Planning should be a source of ideas for the

superintendent and vice versa,

10. Following are characteristics of the pranner which tend

toward better planning. The planner:

a. reflects his times.

b. anticipates and guides change, is progressive.

c. asks questions.

d. has good judgment, is objective and emelytical.

e. is a service person; he advises and provides data.

f. is well able to communicate.

g. is politically aware and persuasive, yet flexible.
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h. is able to organize.

i. is creative, imaginative, and enthusiastic.

j. is self - assured and capable of independence.

k. has a good sense of timing.

11. A plan is a predetermined course of action, a result of

planning. It should be written. It offers direction, method,

order, arrangement, and explanation. The longer the period of

time covered try the plan, the mure general and, therefore, the

less accurate it will be.

12. Planning should be tailored to each school district.

The environment in which the district, and therefore its plans,

must operate are of great importance in planning. Planners are

cognizant of the environment and attempt to affect it favorably

even though planning should be preventative and not prescriptive.

Good planning cannot take place in an environment that does not

enthusiastically support it.

13. Planning is a dynamic process ant is important as a

process. A nu.aber of scholars offered planning processes and

most of these contained common, or at least similar, steps. For

the lual purpose of serving this stuffy and representing the

literature, the following composite process was compiled from the

literature.

a. Step 1, Preplanning. Preplanning is the step

where the need for and desirability of planning are ascertained

ant initial actions are taken to set the process in motion.

The planning is planned.
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b. Step 2, Establishing Goals and Objectives. Here

goals and objectives are set for the planning process rs well

as for the school district. Care is taken about eLlployee and

organization goal congruency. Goal-setting should be partici-

patory.

c. Step 3, Establishing Assumptions and Premises.

Planning nakes certain assumptions about the future of the

school and its environment. Goals, environmental factors,

nud characteristics of the school itself become premises ;:kit

nust be taken into account in planning.

d. Step 4, Organizing for Planning. The physical

arrangements for planning are made in this step. Planning

personnel and other resources are assembled. Planning

councils, ad hoc committees, or other participatory planning

bodies are set up as are the particular systems approaches

to be used. Planning, particularly systematic and partici-

patory planning, requires communications throughout and

flexibility of organization.

e. Step 5, Obtaining Data. Specific data for

educational planning should be actually sought in all

quarters. These data should be research-based and factual.

Although planning requires son* intuition and insight, this

is hot the place for it.

f. Step 6, Evaluating Data. In this phase of the

process the data are analyzed through the use of models,

scenarios, computers, or merely questioning and mental

comparisou. The data are tested ana arranged into alter-

natives for selection between or among.
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g. Step 7, Selecting n Course or Courses of Action.

L Step 7 the plan is actually made. The alternatives from

the previous step ore chosen among and arrange.. iuto the

proposed plan. Explanations of the decisions in putting the

plan together are here included.

h. Step 8, Control. Control is n step that prevades

the entire process. Control is testing and evaluation, and

it is also feedback and correction. Control begins in Step

1 and continues through Step 9. As any need for change or

correction is noted it is accomplished. Planning is based on

the foregoing goals, objectives, assumptions, premises, and

data, end is assessed in terms of relevance, congruence,

practicability, and cost/effectiveness, among other things.

Control assures nystenctic analysis, communication, flex-

ibility, consistency, and stability.

i. Step 9, Approval and Implementation. Planners

usually need to have their plans approved, in education,

by the board. This requires that the plan be defensible

and that the planner be persuasive. Plans will have critics

who must be answered, one of the purposes of planning. This

approval phase is also part of control as the approving body

must ev.iluate and may change the plan.

Once approved, any plan must be implemented. In

education this is generally done by people other than the

planners, even where planning has been participatory.

Therefore, implementation involves communication and

motivation.
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14. The composite process described above was used to

describe curriculum, plant, and personnel planning. The process

is the same for these three areas, but each has idiosyncracies

too numerous to include in this summary. The flow charts in the

following chapter will aid in summarizing these three areas of

educational planning.
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